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ABSTRACT 
Have you ever walked into a model review session or looked into a model and wondered 
about the level of maturity towards the deliverables? 
Over the past decade, the adoption of a model-driven approach to engineering has 
dramatically changed the delivery and coordination methods in capital projects. Many of the firms 
that are already engaged in model-driven engineering processes have a positive perception of the 
value they receive for the time, money, and efforts they have expended on their modeling 
programs. Although the industry is adjusting to a data-rich model-driven approach to engineering, 
there are no established and standardized processes for measuring progress and productivity of a 
model-driven engineering process; particularly, when the deliverable type, schedule reporting, and 
their impacts have changed. The key underlying challenge is how progress and level of effort in a 
model-driven engineering process can be measured and reported. Any process or metric for 
measurement, should provide accurate and timely information about both modeling progression 
and productivity to the project stakeholders. It should also measure factors that provide insight, 
manage, and control opportunities, and it must account for the unavailability of vendor data, design 
changes, re-work and design development, model review comments, operability reviews, hazard 
and operability studies, among other factors. These processes and metrics should be easy-to-use, 
flexible, and extendable for implementation across various project types and lifecycle phases of 
today’s capital projects.  To create a solution for these challenges and needs, this research aims to 
address the following essential question: How can we accurately measure progress and 
productivity towards the deliverables in a model-driven approach to engineering without imposing 
unnecessary work or taking away from actual productivity? 
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With the previous question as the central catalyst, this research offers a new guideline for 
measuring progress and defines productivity metrics in a model-driven approach to engineering. 
As part of this guideline, a series of standardized definitions were created to measure the maturity 
of various modeling disciplines. These definitions can be used to analyze the maturity of the design 
components and the quality of the information used in the modeling process. The definitions -
categorized into a set of discrete Model Maturity Index (MMI) levels ranging from 100 to 600 
levels- provide owners and engineering firms with a clear set of modeling requirements that must 
be fulfilled during each engineering phase. 
To successfully implement the MMI definitions and measure progress across both green 
and brownfield projects, this research also offers a Model Maturity Risk Index (Model MRI) 
toolkit, together with an addendum to existing model execution plans (ModelXP). Based on the 
MMI definitions and by accounting for the inter-disciplinary relationships between modeling 
disciplines, the Model MRI toolkit easily and quickly determines the MMI levels for each model 
discipline, and by Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) location. The toolkit also offers a detailed 
analysis of the risk associated with the remaining modeling work needed to achieve a certain MMI 
level, within the same discipline and across other related modeling disciplines. The Model MRI 
toolkit can be used, externally with clients, as part of any model review session to communicate 
modeling progress. Or, internally within the engineering team, to assess the actual modeling 
progress against the client's expectations.  The ModelXP Addendum was created to bring 
transparency to the modeling process by outlining the modeling process and assuring all project 
stakeholders are aware of their responsibilities for achieving certain maturity levels for each 
modeling discipline, per model review session or other project milestones. By connecting the 
modeling expectations to the MMI levels, the project team can compare their actual progress 
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against the expected progress. The expected progress per project specific project milestone should 
be outlined in the ModelXP Addendum.  
The guideline provided, empowers engineering firms to systematically track productivity 
in the form of engineering hours between MMI levels and per modeling discipline. Companies 
with previous productivity data can use the Model MRI toolkit to evaluate their team’s schedule 
conformance, measure risk at each stage of the project, and devise control strategies to keep their 
projects on schedule and within budget. This can be accomplished by benchmarking project 
specific progress and productivity data to historic performance productivity data. An analysis with 
such granularity helps to track the modeling effort needed to achieve each MMI level per model 
discipline; as well as, providing enough data to benchmark previous engineering productivity rates 
in future projects.  
To gain better insight on current best practices for measuring progress and productivity in 
model-driven and traditional engineering processes, a thorough literature review and an industry 
survey were conducted on the state-of-the-art research and practice. The existing definitions for 
Level of Development (LoD) and model breakdown structure defined by AIA, ASTM, and other 
groups were also reviewed and synthesized.  
The MMI definitions, the Model MRI toolkit, and the model execution (ModelXP) 
addendum were all validated internally through a beta test conducted within the research team. 
Externally, they were validated via three separate day-long charrettes. The charrettes participants 
were comprised of industry experts ranging from engineering modeling to project controls experts. 
In these charrettes, real-world project models were used to simulate nine different working 
scenarios to validate and improve the adoptability and adaptability of the developed MMI 
definitions, the Model MRI toolkit, and the ModelXP addendum. The charrettes validated three 
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objectives: The MMI definitions are capable of outlining model-based requirements per 
engineering phase and discipline. The Model MRI Toolkit can be used to measure progress in 
model-based engineering. The model execution plan, established around MMI levels, provides 
project teams a clear set of engineering milestones with quantitative and qualitative requirements 
that must be completed to claim engineering progress.  
The MMI definitions, the Model MRI toolkit, and the Model Execution Plan Addendum 
establish procedures and define metrics by which project stakeholders can reliably measure 
progress and productivity in a model-driven engineering process. While the resources provided in 
this research are adoptable and adaptable for different types of projects and applications across the 
process industrial sector, they can be extended for use by other construction industries such as 
commercial or industrial buildings.  The framework created as part of this research has great 
potential to automate the progress measurement in the modeling environment. This great potential 
for automation is demonstrated via a real-world project example using AVEVA modeling 
solutions and is also being explored as part of ongoing research. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 OVERVIEW AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 
In the United States, the adoption of a model-driven approach to engineering has 
dramatically increased over the past decade (CII 1995). Today, in the commercial building sector, 
more than 83% of firms engaged in high levels of Building Information Modeling (BIM) have a 
positive perception of the value they receive for the time, money, and efforts they have expended 
on their BIM program (BDC 2015, ENR 2014) (See Table 1).  More than 77% of the CII member 
companies have also observed significant growth towards model-based engineering in their 
organizations, and they expect a growing trend in the coming years (see Figure 1).  
Nevertheless, in today’s modus operandi, there are no established processes and metrics 
for measuring the productivity of a model-driven engineering process, as particularly the 
deliverable type, schedule reporting, and their impacts have changed. A key underlying challenge 
is how progress and level of effort in a model-driven engineering process can be measured and 
reported. Any process or metric for measurement should provide accurate and timely information 
about both modeling progression and productivity to the project stakeholders. Particularly, it 
should measure factors that provide insight, manage, and control opportunities. It must also 
account for the unavailability of vendor data, design changes, re-work and design development, 
model review comments, hazard and operability studies, among other factors. These processes and 
metrics should be easy-to-use, flexible, and extendable for implementation across various project 
types and lifecycle phases of today’s capital projects.   
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Table 1. Five top-rated positive impacts of modeling (according to the percentage of high or very high impact rating by type of respondent). Figure reproduced using data from Dodge Data and analytics (DDA 2015)  Metric Respondent Type % Rating High or Very High Improved Constructability of Final Design Contractors 74% Increased Owner's Understanding of Design Solutions Owners 73% Improved Quality/Function of Final Design Engineers 71% Generated Better Construction Documents Owners 70% Improved Ability to Plan Construction Phasing & Logistics Owners 70%  
   
Figure 1. (a) Compared to 5 years ago, the percentage of growth in model-based engineering within CII member organizations (b) The projected growth for model-based engineering within CII member organizations. Both figures use the number of projects that are model-based. Data based on survey conducted by Research Team 332 (2016)  
Currently, engineering firms and owners generally perform periodic model reviews to 
assess the progress and quality of the modeled elements. Successful implementation of these model 
reviews needs the scope of work and engineering deliverables required at each phase to be clearly 
defined. Stakeholders must have a complete, clear understanding of the modeling work expected 
at each model review to avoid modeling rework or misalignment of expectations. Current best 
practices, particularly for Engineering-Procurement-Construction (EPC) projects, consist of three 
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reviews at stages 30%, 60% and 90% of design completion and may include a final step on Issue 
for Construction (IFC) deliverables. Typically, a Model Execution Plan (ModelXP) is also 
developed to identify the required modeling progress at each model review. Despite these efforts, 
an underling challenge for engineering firms and owners is that, using 30%, 60%, 90% progress, 
it is unclear how much progress is really being achieved per model review session. It is also 
difficult to compare projects to one another or to use historical productivity data to plan for future 
projects. 
Due to the absence of a standard procedure for model review processes and progress 
communication, engineering firms and owners waste a great amount of resources trying to 
understand and coordinate the scope of modeling work required per model review session.  The 
typical 30-60-90% review packages are inaccurate as they can leave a lot of room for 
interpretations to the discipline lead engineers. Hence, it is usually difficult for both owners and 
engineering teams to understand actual progress, quality of the data presented in the model, and to 
identify changes. To create a solution for such limitations, this research aims to address the 
following essential question: How can we accurately measure progress and define productivity 
metrics towards the deliverables in a model-driven approach to engineering without imposing 
unnecessary work or taking away from actual productivity?   
 
1.2 REASEARCH PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES 
With the previous research question as the central catalyst, the primary purpose of this 
study is to establish procedures and define metrics by which project stakeholders can reliably 
measure progress and productivity in a model-driven engineering process. The mission is to 
conduct research to enable the industry to adopt best progress and productivity measurement 
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practices and tools for 3D modeling efforts. The overarching objective is to create and validate an 
adaptive “guideline” for measuring progress and productivity in model-driven engineering 
processes. More specifically, the study focuses on the following sub-objectives: 
 Define and differentiate progress and productivity; 
 Standardize Model Maturity Index (MMI) with respect to reliable output per discipline and 
project lifecycle phases for both green and brownfield projects;          
 Investigate current best practices in measuring progress and productivity in the industrial 
sector modeling efforts and contrast them with existing practices in the commercial 
building sector; and 
 Develop recommendations for implementation of the guideline. 
 
Towards these objectives, the research establishes procedures and defines metrics together 
with a guideline by which project stakeholders can reliably measure progress and productivity in 
a model-driven engineering process. The guideline is adoptable and adaptable for different types 
of projects and applications across key sectors of the construction industry. As part of this 
guideline, a standardized set of model engineering definitions – Model Maturity Index (MMI) 
Definitions – are presented. The MMI definitions can be used to assess the quality of the 
information utilized as input to create the models and the maturity of the modeled elements. These 
definitions (see Figure 2) are categorized into a set of discrete Model Maturity Index (MMI) levels 
ranging from MMI 100 to MMI 600. These definitions provide owners and engineering firms, 
particularly in model review sessions, with a clear set of requirements to be fulfilled at each phase 
of the modeling effort. The modeling requirements are no longer just driven by graphics or what 
information is available in the model. Rather, the quality of the information and data that is being 
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used to create 3D models and maturity of the modeled elements play an essential role in progress 
and productivity assessments. 
  
Figure 2. Model Maturity Index (MMI) definitions for tracking progress in engineering work per model discipline (image courtesy of Trimble, Inc.)  
To implement MMI definitions, this research also offers a Model Maturity Risk Index 
(Model MRI) toolkit together with an addendum to the model execution plan. When both of these 
resources are aligned, they provide a successful framework for project teams to deploy the progress 
measurement techniques across both green and brownfield projects. Through a set of MMI-based 
questionnaires and by accounting for the inter-class relationships between model disciplines, the 
Model MRI toolkit easily and quickly determines the MMI levels for each model discipline per 
location in a project's Work Breakdown Structure (WBS). The toolkit also offers great insight on 
the risk associated with the remaining modeling work needed to meet a certain MMI level 
requirements. This evaluation can be conducted within the same discipline and across all 
engineering disciplines. The Model MRI toolkit can be used externally as part of the model review 
meetings to communicate the modeling progress to the entire project team (refer to figure 3). It 
can be used internally to assess the actual modeling progress against the client's expectations.  
The model execution plan addendum ensures that all parties are clearly aware of the 
engineering modeling opportunities and responsibilities associated to the incorporation of the MMI 
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levels and Model MRI toolkit in their project's workflows. By formulating the modeling execution 
around MMI levels, project teams can follow and monitor their progress against this plan, to ensure 
the expected levels of maturity per modeling discipline are being met at each project's milestone 
(e.g., model review sessions). By adopting this model execution plan addendum, teams maximize 
the benefits they can obtain from model-based engineering processes. 
The provided guideline empowers engineering firms to systematically track productivity 
in the form of engineering hours between MMI levels and for each modeling discipline. Companies 
with previous productivity data can use the Model MRI toolkit to evaluate their team’s schedule 
conformance, measure risk at each stage of the project, and devise control strategies to keep their 
projects on schedule and on budget. This can be accomplished by benchmarking project specific 
progress and productivity data to historic performance productivity data.  Such granularity for 
tracking efforts necessary for achieving each MMI level per model discipline also supports 
benchmarking of engineering productivity rates for future projects.   
 
Figure 3. The standardized model review process offered through this research provides clear expectations on the maturity of all modeling disciplines to all project stakeholders  
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1.3 SCOPE LIMITATIONS 
The scope of this research focuses on delivering a guideline for measuring progress and 
productivity in a model-driven approach to engineering and a recommendation for its 
implementation. The guideline is flexible enough to be applied to different types of projects and 
applications across key sectors of the construction industry. However, validation has primarily 
taken place in the process industrial sector, with a secondary focus on key disciplines from the 
commercial building sector. A survey was used to solicit input and feedback from CII member 
companies in the above-identified industry sectors. This survey encompasses all applications and 
disciplines with respect to different phases of a project's lifecycle, in both green and brownfield 
projects. The following summarizes the key limitations of the conducted research:  
1. Design quality is assumed to be “fit-for-use”. 
2. Performance measurement is related to “project-level budgeted hours” at a granularity that 
is meaningful for project controls, but not the industry as a whole. 
3. Productivity metrics are defined but not quantified. 
4. Progress is measured on endogenous model-derived deliverables and excludes exogenous 
activities to the modeling process. 
 
1.4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
To address the research question and achieve the overarching objectives, a four-phase research 
plan was conducted. In the first phase, an extensive literature review was performed, interviews 
with experts in the creation of model-based engineering best practices for the commercial sector 
were conducted, and several face-to-face meetings to understand the current best practices in 
model-based engineering were organized. This concerted effort helped to develop a solid 
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understanding of model-based engineering and define specific gaps in knowledge. In phase two of 
this research, the Model Maturity Index (MMI) definitions were created and validated. These 
definitions are the core of the research, and the proposed toolkits and processes were derived from 
the findings discovered in this phase of the project. During phase three, the MMI definitions were 
utilized to create the Model Maturity Risk Index (M-MRI) Toolkit. Several charrettes were 
conducted used real-world project scenarios were used to assess the accuracy and completeness of 
the toolkit. Lastly, during phase 4, another set of strict field validation was conducted for 
verification purposes. Figure 4 summarizes the conducted research plan. The following chapters 
provide an overview of these tasks. 
Figure 4. RT #332 research plan 
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CHAPTER 2: SYNTHESIZING EXISTING KNOWLEDGE 
A thorough literature review was conducted to identify the best practices and methods used 
to measure progress and productivity, in both model-driven and traditional engineering processes 
(NIST 2004). The existing definitions on Level of Development (LoD) and model breakdown 
structure developed by AIA, the AGC BIMForum (2016), and ASTM were carefully examined. 
Specific interviews and follow-up conversations with Jan Reinhardt and Jim Bedrick, the pioneers 
of the Level of Development (LoD) specifications, were held to understand the challenges and 
successes learned from implementing the LoD definitions in the commercial building sector. 
Because LoD definitions target commercial and industrial building sectors, it was critical for the 
research group to explore the modeling approach in the process industrial sector. The following 
provides a summary of prior work developed in tracking progress and productivity of model-based 
engineering. It also highlights the critical gaps in knowledge which are addressed by this research 
project.  
 
2.1 TRACKING PROGRESS AND PRODUCTIVITY IN ENGINEERING 
Over the past decade, several research projects have specifically looked into tracking 
progress and productivity in a traditional approach to engineering (e.g., Liao et al. 2011, Chang 
and Ibbs 2006, Song and AbouRizk 2005, Chang and Lei 2003, CII 2004, CII 2001, George et al. 
2000). Chang and Ibbs (2006) is among the most recent studies which explored the factors that 
impact engineering productivity, using intermediate deliverables such as drawings. This study 
concluded that drawings are the major outputs of design projects, and thus, efficiency in 
engineering work can be measured via such deliverables. However, engineering drawings may not 
reflect complexity of design or other influences in a model-based approach to engineering (CII 
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2001; Song and AbouRizk 2005). Also, findings in (Liao et al. 2011) were mostly concluded using 
data from only one organization; therefore, generalization is difficult. 
Using hours per quantity of engineering work, CII (2001) examined the relationship 
between productivity of piping engineering and 32 productivity factors organized into three 
categories of scope, complexity, and input quality factors. With a series of statistical analyses, 
CII’s previous research identifies the number of equipment pieces to be the only statistically 
significant factor in engineering productivity.  A similar study was conducted by Song et al. (2005) 
which quantitatively addressed engineering factors at the discipline level, including number of 
fittings and drafted steel quantity. Despite their significance, these studies investigated 
productivity at the discipline level, and as such, interactions between systems and other forms of 
complexity were not considered. In another more recent study (CII 2004), CII developed a 
predictive model of engineering productivity in which estimates were made in hours per quantity. 
Square footage of equipment pieces, pipefittings, supports, and hangers as examples were 
identified among the key factors driving engineering productivity.  
In the most recent study, Liao et al. (2011) examined the factors affecting engineering 
productivity using a sufficiently large sample size in the CII Engineering Productivity Metrics 
System (EPMS) database and developed project-level engineering productivity metrics. Liao et al. 
(2011)’s study identifies significant correlations between engineering productivity and project 
type, project size, project priority, and phase involvement. Correlations are also identified between 
degree of modularization, funded front-end planning effort, quality management, and engineering 
productivity. In summary, each of the previous research studies identified a unique set of factors 
affecting engineering productivity and with the exception of Liao et al. (2011), they mostly focused 
on discipline levels rather than a project-level index. These assumptions indicate that the statistical 
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findings from these studies may not be not applicable to other engineering disciplines, and because 
different measures of engineering productivity are used, their findings are not directly comparable 
(Liao et al. 2011). Prior research mostly utilized data from projects with traditional approaches to 
engineering and measured productivity based on deliverables such as the percentage of drawings 
completed, percentage of time/money spent on engineering, or type of drawing completed (e.g., 
orthographic, P&ID, or structural). As the process industrial sector adjusts to a data-rich model-
based approach to design, there is a need for developing effective means to measure and monitor 
engineering productivity.  
 
2.2 LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT (LOD) IN BIM 
In 2004 and in response to the needs for cost estimating using engineering models, Vico, a 
software company that produces construction cost estimating software introduced the concept of 
the Level of Detail (LoD). LoD measures were initially used by project teams to measure; in cost 
terms, how definitive a component is in a Building Information Model (BIM). For example, LoD 
100 meant not very definitive, and as such, an area or volume rates are perceived accurate enough 
for cost estimating applications. LoD 200 assumes the number of components in the model is 
correct; therefore, an estimate for each component is accurate. In LoD 300, components are 
identified and actual cost can be used. Finally, LoD 400 is a measure of what has actually been 
supplied, so it can be used to assess the contractor's payment applications. In 2008, the AIA 
(American Institute of Architects) decided this system could be a good fit to all uses of a model, 
from energy analysis applications to 5D programming (3D + time + cost). The term LoD was then 
transformed from Level of Detail to Level of Development, to emphasize the decisiveness of the 
information and minimize confusion about the amount of information available in the model 
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although both acronyms of LoD continue to get confused (Bedrick 2008). The great need for a 
metric capable of assessing the quality and reliability of the engineering models has obliged 
multiple markets and regions create their own guidelines to measure modeling progress. Several 
metrics, such as Level of Model Information (LOI) and Level of Development (LoD) have been 
created in different countries to measure modeling progress. It is possible to compare these metrics 
and find similarities between them (Marzia et al. 2016). The unorganized widespread guidelines 
have created confusion among BIM stakeholders (Leite 2011, Du 2014). There is a clear need for 
a standardized set of modeling definitions capable of streamlining the communication across 
project stakeholders.   
LoD, as in Level of Development, is a measure of how attentive the design/engineering 
information is represented by a BIM component. It is not necessarily a measure of the amount of 
information; although obviously, there must be enough information in a BIM component to satisfy 
an LoD level. It is also not a measure of the accuracy of graphical information. The appearance of 
a BIM component is only one piece of information, and it is usually the least important one. An 
engineering firm or a construction company does not need to know what equipment looks like to 
procure it or to install it on their site. However, they do need to know what the manufacturer and 
model number is. Others may need to know its dimensions to coordinate with other engineering 
disciplines, and they also do not necessarily need to know exactly what it looks like. An LoD table 
is an attempt to record responsibilities around a model, and it only relates to the model, not other 
deliverables or responsibilities. For each part of the model and at each stage of the project, LoD 
levels help teams, including owners, specify model deliverables to get a clear picture of what will 
be included. They also help design managers explain to their teams what information and detail 
needs to be provided at various points in the design process. Lastly, LoD levels provide a standard 
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that can be referenced by contracts and modeling execution plans. Such specification does not 
replace a project BIM Execution Plan (BIMXP). Rather, it is intended to be used in conjunction 
with such a plan, providing the means for defining models for specific information exchanges, 
milestones in a design work plan, and deliverables for specific functions. 
The LoD definitions created by the AGC BIMForum are very well thought out. 
Nevertheless, many practitioners face several challenges when linking the relationships of LoD 
levels per model discipline to the design and construction phases. The LoD definitions mostly 
touch on what information is in the model, and there is less apparent focus on the quality of the 
data and the stage of the approval by project participants, owners, or authorities having jurisdiction. 
In most approaches to BIM, where LoD definitions are used, it is also unclear who should be 
responsible for what in modeling, and how one discipline's maturity impacts the other engineering 
disciplines.  In addition, LoD definitions require tracking progress at the element level using 
Uniformat classification, which can make this process very time-consuming and difficult to 
implement. Also, it will always be difficult to assume the level of completeness in modeling work 
is known at every stage of the engineering process. (Liang 2016) is one of the recent attempts to 
create interfaces to track the maturity of the models. Others such as the guideline provided by 
Ernest and Young (EY 2015) offer frameworks to track progress and productivity in engineering 
using the LoD guidelines. These proposed concepts and platforms are among the early attempts to 
measure the progress and productivity of model-based engineering. Today, model definitions are 
expanding and at the time of drafting this report, AIA has released 2016 LoD specifications (AGC 
BIMForum 2017). These definitions now include railroad bridge steel and railroad bridge precast- 
yet they mainly focus on the commercial building sector and infrastructure systems, but 
unfortunately do not yet directly translate or apply to the industrial sector. This research 
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specifically focuses on defining a new set of definitions and a standardized framework for ongoing 
measurement and monitoring of engineering productivity in a model-based approach in the 
industrial sector. Also, a new term - Model Maturity Index (MMI) - was coined to minimize 
confusion between LoD as level of detail and Level of Development. 
 
2.3 MODEL EXECUTION PLANS (MODELXP) AND BIM EXECUTION PLANS (BIMXP) 
In 2007, the Charles Pankow Foundation, along with Construction Industry Institute (CII) 
and others, initiated a research program (CIC 2013) to develop a guideline for BIM Execution 
Planning. The goal was to help project participants ensure that all parties in a project are clearly 
aware of opportunities and responsibilities associated with the incorporation of BIM into their 
project workflows. The guideline was developed to provide a structured procedure to create and 
implement the BIM Project Execution Plan.  
The Model Execution Plan (ModelXP) and BIM Execution Plan (BIMXP) outline the 
overall vision along with the implementation details that teams should follow throughout a project. 
To effectively integrate a model into a project, it is important for the project team to develop a 
detailed execution plan for implementation. The detailed execution plan must incorporate 
expectations of what information should be in the model and who should deliver it. This process 
will stimulate and direct any additional communication and coordination by the team members 
during all phases of a building project.  
In today’s state of the art in practice, the LoD matrix of BIM deliverables, derived from 
the AIA G202-2013 which is organized by Construction Specification Institute's UniFormat 2010, 
will be completed by the project participants referencing the LoD Definitions. In addition to 
defining the model’s minimum progression via the LoD benchmarks, the project participants also 
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define the responsible party for developing each component. The use of LoD definitions to track 
progress and clarify responsibilities are becoming mainstream in the commercial building sector. 
Nevertheless, the industrial sector has not yet benefited from having a set of standard definitions 
for model maturity per engineering discipline. Without a clear set of definitions that take both 
discipline specific and inter-disciplinary requirements into account, mapping modeling 
requirements into a project timeline with a clear set of expectations around model maturity per 
review stage will be very difficult. Without such efforts, systematically quantifying progress in 
model-based engineering in the industrial sector will also remain a challenge.  
 
2.4 VALIDATION OF RESEARCH CONCEPTS 
To validate the research concepts, the charrette test method offered the best framework to 
assess the accuracy and completeness of the definitions. The charrette offers an opportunity to 
engage project participants in close to real-life experiments. It is relatively fast to implement in 
comparison to other methods and it produces accurate and high-quality results (Clayton et al. 
1998). The charrette method strengthens the evidence because of its closer approximation and 
utilization to field tests than other theoretical tests. This method is also a formative method, so the 
charrette participants gain insight into the trend of the research and its potential for success. The 
charrette tests have been proven to increase the strength of evidence, improve the quality of the 
research, and accelerate its progress. (Clayton et al. 1998).  For these reasons, it was decided to 
adopt the charrette testing method to validate the underlying concepts and methods in this research.  
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2.5 AN INDUSTRY-WIDE SURVEY OF ENGINEERING PERFORMANCE IN INDUSTRIAL   
PROJECTS 
To better understand the requirements for designing a set of standardized definitions for 
model maturity in the industrial sector and to capture the best practices for defining model maturity 
and work breakdown structure, a survey was conducted via CII and the AVEVA North America 
user conference. The results of the survey helped to set the direction of our research project. The 
survey was answered by 27 individuals with a total of 580 years of industry experience and 320 
years of model-based engineering experience. These responses provided a solid basis for our team 
to analyze the state-of-practice of model-based engineering and assess the challenges that 
engineering teams are facing when trying to measure model-based engineering progress and 
productivity. The survey results (see Figure 5) reveal that 97% of CII member companies already 
rely on 3D modeling for their engineering workflows, and any effort to improve model-based 
engineering can be beneficial to them all.  
 
Figure 5. Percentage of projects at your organization that rely on 3D modeling to facilitate the design, engineering, procurement, and construction processes 
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 To understand the practices that companies follow to assess progress in engineering models and 
communicate it with other project stakeholders, the research team developed questions specific to 
the model review process. The result of the survey (see Figure 6a) demonstrates that most CII 
member companies have a standardized model review process. Nevertheless, an important finding 
was that, due to the lack of an industry wide standard to clearly outline the deliverables per model 
review, companies devote a significant amount of resources to tracking modeling progress or they 
simply make assumptions. Figure 6 (b) shows that the number of model reviews per project also 
varies depending on the company, which is directly related to the very diverse techniques that 
companies use to review engineering models and track progress. When asked if there was any 
specific milestone at which the model reviews should be conducted, no specific milestone was 
mentioned by the respondents. Different companies evaluate the model at different phases of their 
engineering processes. This clearly shows that any effort to standardize the model review process 
should account for these variations, in terms of the information that is in the model and how 
progress can be tracked and communicated. 
 
            Figure 6. (a) Percentage of companies that rely on 3D modeling to facilitate the design, engineering, procurement, and construction processes. (b) Number of model review phases that you typically follow throughout your project life-cycles 
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Another important finding was that three out of four surveyed companies already have 
tools to measure model-based engineering progress (see figure 7). This demonstrates that 
companies already have their own frameworks and processes for managing and communicating 
progress in engineering works but these frameworks and processes are mostly limited to their own 
firm and are only applicable to a specific set of projects. To expand on this point, the survey 
participants were asked about the biggest gaps for tracking progress in model-based engineering. 
The responses were very much aligned and consistent with the feedback previously received from 
the research team; there is a need to develop “Completeness definitions and frequency of tracking, 
ensuring all items are in the model” and “Specific tracking criteria”. The conducted survey shows 
that standardization and clear progress definitions are among the key challenges that the industry 
is facing today. When the survey participants were asked about the recommendations that they 
would give to address these gaps, most recommended an industry-wide guideline to standardize 
the processes to measure modeling progress. It is important to mention that when the companies 
were asked about the level of granularity at which they analyzed modeling progress, no specific 
consensus was found among the respondents. Clearly, this shows that each company is attempting 
to create and apply its own best practices. Based on these responses, it can be concluded that the 
industry needs a standardized set of definitions and metrics capable of outlining the model-based 
engineering process. There is also a need for a tool capable of tracking the quality of the data 
utilized to create the models and evaluate the maturity of the modeled design components along 
the engineering process. 
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Figure 7. State of practice for tracking progress of deliverables in model-based engineering 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Mechanisms utilized to track model-based, engineering productivity 
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Finally, figure 8 demonstrates that only 38% of the companies are measuring productivity 
in model-based engineering. Comparing this 38% to the 75% of the companies that were 
measuring progress, it can be concluded there is a need for industry-wide guidelines to measure 
progress and productivity of model-based engineering. To better understand the techniques that 
companies use to measure productivity of model-based engineering, the survey asked the 
participants to identify the biggest challenges to track productivity and to provide their 
recommendations to address these challenges. The "lack of established norms" and "no clear 
definitions of the deliverables at each model review" were among of the comments provided by 
the survey responded. To address the previously described challenges, this research team focused 
on developing a set of standardized definitions and a toolkit for tracking progress and productivity 
in model-based engineering.  
The survey and findings are provided in Appendix G. Table 2 summarizes the gaps in 
knowledge identified in model-based engineering and the action plan to address them. 
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Table 2. Gaps in knowledge and action plan summary 
 
In the following chapters, an overview of the standardized definitions for tracking maturity 
in model-based engineering, a toolkit to assess progress and provide risk-driven feedback, a model 
execution plan addendum, and the process of validating these resources together with an example 
project are presented.  
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CHAPTER 3: MODEL MATURITY INDEX (MMI) DEFINITIONS  
 
3.1 OVERVIEW OF MODEL MATURITY (MMI) DEFINITIONS 
In response to the need for a set of standardized modeling definitions to facilitate the clear 
communication of the model’s accuracy and completeness to the project stakeholders, a set of 
Model Maturity Index (MMI) definitions were developed. These definitions enable practitioners 
in the process industrial sector to specify and articulate, the modeling disciplines' maturity and the 
data used to generate them, at various stages of the model-based engineering process. The major 
goal of this chapter is to explain the MMI definitions and standardize their applicability as a 
communication tool to track progress and productivity. The following emphasizes several 
important points regarding MMI definitions: 
1. There is currently no detailed standard for defining maturity in a model-based approach to 
engineering in the industrial sector. Many Engineering-Procurement-Construction (EPC) 
firms have created in-house guidelines, but these guidelines vary from one firm to the next 
and even within a single firm. The requirements of what goes into the model are sometimes 
adjusted to the needs of a particular project. 
2. The LoD Specifications (AGC BIMForum 2017) provide a solid framework to assess 
modeling progress per discipline. To align the MMI definitions with such framework and 
build on the traction generated by the LoD Specifications, this research uses a similar 
numbering convention that reflects modeling progression from concept, to as-built, to 
facility management enabled models. 
3. MMI includes eight (8) discrete levels: 100, 200, 300, 350, 400, 500, 600 reflecting the 
maturity of a model discipline from conception, to as-built, to facility management enabled 
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models. There is no such thing as MMI150 or MMI280. While progress is still measured 
in between MMI levels for a model discipline and per Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) 
location, this information is only used to understand the discipline and inter-disciplinary 
risks that prevent the model from earning a higher level of maturity. More information 
about the discreteness of these MMI levels is discussed in the model execution plan 
chapter. 
4. The rate of progress in model-based engineering varies from one modeling discipline to 
another. At any given time, different WBS locations can be at different points along this 
progression. For example, in the first model review session, the piping discipline for a 
particular WBS location can be at MMI 200, but another WBS location for the same piping 
discipline can be at MMI100, and another piping location can be at MMI200, while certain 
piping components can be at MMI300. In the previously described case, the last location 
would be reported to be at a MMI200 level. To evaluate the entire piping discipline, a 
project team would need to declare the percentage of modeling work to be completed per 
WBS location. For example, progress in the piping discipline would be reported as: 20% 
MMI100 and 80% MMI200 (20-80 ratio is defined based on scope of work and level of 
complexity per WBS location). More information about the calculations is provided in 
Chapter 5. 
5. There is no such thing as an “MMI ### of the model.” Project models at any stage of 
delivery will invariably contain discipline specific components at various levels of 
maturity. Hence, progress tracking is only meaningful at the model discipline and at the 
lowest level of the WBS. 
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The MMI definitions provided in Appendix A of this document primarily apply to process 
industrial facilities. Depending on the type of facilities, i.e., brownfield vs. green or onshore vs. 
offshore, some of the definitions may not be relevant. To enable adaptability of these definitions 
to project specific needs, the project participants, through model execution plan addendum, can 
agree upon the applicability of the definitions. Figure 9 summarizes the twelve different sets of 
definitions that were created. While P&IDs, layout and equipment are not considered disciplines 
by themselves, MMI definitions were created for them to bring structure and clarity to the inter-
disciplinary relationships. 
Figure 9. Twelve (12) sets of MMI definitions were developed by RT332 
For consistency purposes and to foster the inter-disciplinary applicability, a glossary of 
terms was created. The terms described in the glossary below, were organized by order of 
precedence per model maturity level: 
 Design component: 3D model representation of a physical asset. 
 Generic: Design component required to define the model of scope.   
 Preliminary: Initial project data is available but has not yet been reviewed or coordinated 
internally and externally. For example, project data could be informal data from previous 
projects, budgetary information from vendors or go-by. 
Piping Equipment Layout
Structural Civil Foundations
Instrumentation Electrical Buildings
HVAC Fire Protection P&IDs
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 Design-specified: Data is taken from project specifications. For example, the pipe size is 
calculated based on project flow rates; materials have been selected based on process 
conditions; and equipment sizing is based on project specifications. In a similar manner, 
cut sheets are submitted with budgetary or Purchase Order (PO) level quotations.  
 Confirmed: Project data has been reviewed and accepted by all required parties internally 
per project requirements and includes routine feedback from clients/third parties. For 
example, the designer has coordinated the design with other required disciplines.  
 Approved: Project data has been reviewed and accepted by all required parties internally 
and externally per project requirements (internally: design teams; externally: client, third 
parties, vendors, constructors, operators)  
 IFC (Issue for Construction): Documents are generated using approved project data for 
fabrication and construction. 
 
Note that in MMI definitions and the introduced glossary, vendor data does not have a 
“confirmed” status and based on the execution plan, some of these MMI steps for a given model 
discipline may be skipped. For example, the structural discipline may start from MMI200 and 
finish at MM350 by an engineering team to be handed over to fabricators to develop an MMI400 
structural model. The complete list of the MMI definitions is provided in Appendix A. To account 
for the relationship between various modeling disciplines, an inter-disciplinary relationship matrix 
is also developed. The inter-disciplinary matrix clarifies how maturity in certain disciplines serves 
as predecessor to maturity in other model disciplines (see Appendix B). 
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3.2 LIST OF ASSUMPTIONS 
The following list of assumptions was created to clarify the rationale behind the Model 
Maturity Indices (MMIs). This list also guides the user through the application of these definitions 
in model-driven engineering projects. It is helpful for the reader to retroactively apply the MMI 
Definitions to a previously finished model-driven engineering project to measure qualitatively and 
quantitatively the key performance indicators (KPIs). This may help the reader to devise a strategy 
to adapt the definitions, as necessary, and use MMIs to develop a precise ModelXP which is better 
aligned with the requirements of new projects. 
1. MMI levels reflect both graphical and non-graphical information associated with model-
derived deliverables.  The maturity of the data provided or represented in a model is key to 
earning MMI levels. A graphic representation by itself does not grant the MMI levels. 
2. The introduction of MMI Definitions render the application of 30%, 60%, and 90% model 
reviews obsolete. Instead, model review meetings (e.g. Model Review I, Model Review II) 
will be defined by specifying MMI levels per project discipline WBS locations. The 
requirements on MMI levels per engineering discipline, how many model reviews and their 
specific objectives, typically defined by the owner, will be reflected in the ModelXP. 
3. Design quality is assumed to be “fit-for-use”. 
4. MMI levels are discrete (i.e. 100, 200, 300, 350, 400, 500, and 600). There is no such thing 
as MMI 220, because 20% of a project discipline WBS location has earned a higher MMI 
level.  Also, not all MMI levels need to be used in a project, and certain levels can be 
skipped given project requirements. 
5. MMI Level 100 is NOT a starting point for maturity of model-derived deliverables; rather 
it is a status in engineering and design work. 
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6. While the MMI Definitions are standardized, their applicability is adaptable based on the 
project Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) to accommodate firm and project-specific 
needs. 
7. The specifics on how MMI levels correspond to applications such as constructability 
reviews and modularization studies and model reviews (e.g., model review I, model review 
II, etc.) are reflected in the ModelXP as defined by the project team. 
8. The granularity of schedule tasks such as long lead, medium lead, short lead items, and 
receipt of vendor data should correspond to the requirements for MMI levels during model 
reviews. In other words, the requirement for MMI levels for model reviews and the 
schedule tasks should be aligned, and care should be taken to ensure such alignments 
during scheduling project tasks and when the model execution plan is being developed. 
9. A project team may agree to roll back MMI levels in the presence of change orders which 
affect the maturity of the previously used data, and this comprises the model. The 
procedure for handling change orders should be reflected in the ModelXP in relation to 
MMI levels. 
10. An engineering model is broken down into Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) locations 
to create accurate measurements on the maturity of model-derived deliverables, and it does 
not pertain to other engineering deliverables unrelated to a model. 
a. Each project discipline WBS location will have its own MMI level. 
b. A weighted measurement of the MMIs can be used for tracking progress. For 
example, 20% of the structural discipline can be at MMI 350 and 80% at MMI 400 
level. For each model discipline, units of measurements are recommended (see 
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Chapter 6) such that the weight factor to each location can be quantified based on 
its contribution to the overall model discipline. 
11. For each project discipline WBS location, all applicable MMI requirements (i.e., all items 
listed under MMI level) must be completed before that location can earn the next higher 
MMI level. 
12. The MMIs were created to measure model maturity per project discipline WBS location 
based on discipline specific data and inter-discipline data. 
a. Progress is achieved linearly. This means that all factors that apply to a certain MMI 
level have the same weight. If the user has enough data to recognize which 
modeling factors and information are more important to the project being evaluated, 
then weight factors can be modified to provide a customized evaluation of model 
maturity (see Appendix D). 
b. The response to questionnaires based on MMI definition can provide actionable 
information on where and how the discipline specific requirements or inter-
disciplinary requirements can be addressed to earn a higher MMI level. 
13. Model Maturity Indexes (MMIs) are measured separately for each model discipline. 
a. Progress between MMIs can only be achieved within the same discipline. There is 
no overall MMI associated with a model. Each discipline is treated differently based 
on its own specific project requirements. 
b. The ModelXP will dictate the requirements for MMI levels for various project 
activities. 
14. Modeling necessities change per project. Each project and each engineering schedule (e.g. 
for model reviews) will require a specific MMI level. A project team can decide to leave 
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certain disciplines at a lower MMI and not achieve a higher MMI. For example, structural 
discipline can stay at MMI300 and not progress beyond MMI300 during engineering and 
design. The limits of MMIs per model discipline needs to be clearly defined in the 
ModelXP. 
15. While P&IDs, layout and equipment are not considered disciplines, MMI definitions were 
created for them to bring a structure and clarity to interdisciplinary relationships.  
16. Buildings MMIs are purely specification-driven and subcontracted design for structural, 
mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems. Deliverables consist of specifications and 
datasheets, as agreed by the owner, and they can be delivered based on Building 
Information Modeling (BIM) practices common in the commercial building sector. 
Examples include control rooms, administration buildings, electrical rooms, and water 
treatment buildings. 
17. HVAC refers to process-required air control. HVAC design as it relates to buildings would 
be listed under buildings and can be covered with BIM related processes. 
18. Fire protection (FP) refers to piping and equipment in process areas. Any fire protection 
for buildings can be addressed based on BIM practices common in the commercial building 
sector. The oil & gas or power industry may consider fire protection to cover all piping and 
equipment in all process and non-process related areas. 
19. MMI 500 level reflects as-built status. A model with MMI 600 model disciplines and all 
relevant model elements are graphically shown with metadata to enable facility 
management tasks. These tasks and the requirements on what will be shown in the model 
are project specific and will be defined by the client. 
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20. MMI performance measurement is project specific at a granularity that is meaningful for 
project controls and not the industry as a whole. 
  
3.3 VALIDATION OF MMI DEFINITIONS 
To develop the MMI definitions, about ten (10) face-to-face project meetings following a 
per discipline approach were conducted. The rationale was to create a clear and complete set of 
modeling parameters to be achieved at each phase of the modeling process. These parameters vary 
depending on the modeling discipline. To capture the interdisciplinary relationship, two other face 
to face meetings were conducted, and all model discipline definitions were reviewed.  
Once all MMI definitions were created, two Charrettes were organized and in addition to 
research team members, more than 12 project participants ranging from modeling experts to 
project controls managers were invited to these Charrettes. Several modeling scenarios were 
simulated using data from real-world projects to validate the developed MMI Definitions. The 
charrettes were an effective tool for gaining first-hand feedback, because the participants 
experienced model-based engineering scenarios with similar to real-life circumstances. All the 
feedback captured during the charrettes was reflected on the MMI Definitions, clearly improving 
the robustness and fullness of the definitions. The charrettes were broken down by disciplines, so 
the participants would be the subject matter experts for each of the scenarios being tested. Figures 
10 and 11 document these sessions. During each charrette, three scenarios were simulated, and the 
details related to maturity of the input data per WBS location was provided to the project 
participants. The session for each scenario approximately took 60-85 minutes. A champion was 
also available in the room to provide navigation and review of the model. Charrette participants 
were divided into groups of two, and each group was asked to work on the three scenarios 
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provided. These scenarios varied based on their level of complexity and, to simulate real-world 
conditions, they required the charrette participants to make engineering assumptions. The 
following provides an overview of the scenarios used in the charrettes. The work scenarios for the 
charrettes and follow up questionnaires are all provided in Appendix F. 
  
Figure 10. A charrette session with three scenarios simulated using data from real-world projects was conducted to validate MMI definitions for piping, equipment, and layout 
  
Figure 11. A charrette session with three scenarios simulated using data from real-world projects was conducted to validate MMI definitions for structural, foundation, and civil  
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CHAPTER 4: MODEL MATURITY RISK INDEX (MODEL MRI) TOOLKIT 
 
4.1 OVERVIEW  
An on-demand PDRI style (CII 1995) toolkit has been developed and it was named Model 
Maturity Risk Index or Model MRI toolkit, to help project participants assess the maturity of their 
engineering models using MMI definitions. The toolkit provides feedback on both disciplinary and 
interdisciplinary risk associated with a specific engineering discipline or a Work Breakdown 
Structure (WBS) location in earning a higher MMI level.  As part of this research effort, it was 
important to develop an intuitive toolkit that could be easily and quickly used by project teams. At 
the same time, the toolkit itself would not impose unnecessary work or take away from actual 
productivity. Given the familiarity and the wide spread adoption of CII's PDRI toolkit (CII 1995), 
questionnaires similar to the PDRI toolkit were developed in Microsoft Excel.  
In the development of the Model MRI toolkit, it is assumed that the lowest level of 
granularity for capturing and reporting progress for model-based engineering is a WBS location 
and not a model component. The assessment of maturity can certainly be done at the level of a 
model component, yet conducting such an assessment using a spreadsheet and without automation 
can be a daunting task. In Appendix E, a real-world project example with the possibility of 
automating the use of the Model MRI toolkit is shown using the AVEVA Engineering solution. 
Figure 12 shows a snapshot of a questionnaire in the Model MRI Toolkit for assessing progress in 
piping for a specific WBS location.  As shown, every model discipline has a set of questions 
associated with each WBS location. To enable adaptability of MMI definitions to project specific 
needs, the applicability of these questions can be decided and agreed upon during the formation of 
the ModelXP Addendum (more details are provided in Chapter 5). Assuming the applicability of 
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the questions per modeling discipline is agreed upon during the establishment of the ModelXP 
Addendum per WBS location, the users will be provided with a set of questions based on 
applicable MMI definitions. By selecting possible choices from a drop-down menu and using 
glossary of terms introduced for MMI definitions in Chapter 3, the user can initiate the assessment 
of the MMI level. To account for inter-disciplinary relations per WBS location, a list of other 
applicable model disciplines is provided at the bottom of the corresponding location column. 
Similarly, based on a set of MMI related questions for other disciplines, the user is provided with 
MMI levels for other inter-related disciplines. Using the MMI definitions and the inter-disciplinary 
relations, the discipline-specific MMI level provides an assessment for that WBS location.  
Beyond the knowledge of the MMI levels per discipline per location, often users are 
interested to know the risks and barriers for achieving a higher MMI level. This is particularly 
important when teams conduct an internal MMI assessment, a few weeks prior to a model review 
session, to understand the risk and plan for addressing it prior to the meeting with the client.  To 
provide risk-driven feedback, the toolkit offers a color-coded marker next to each of the items that 
are causing risk. Using a legend of colors, both discipline-specific and inter-disciplinary risks are 
highlighted for the user. Through a simple average of the responses to the questions, progress 
towards the MMI levels is also offered to the project team. This number is meant to be only used 
for internal purposes, and the discrete MMI level still represents the level of maturity in a WBS 
location. This strategy standardizes model-driven progress reporting, since without accomplishing 
the state of all items according to the MMI definitions, a WBS location cannot earn a higher MMI 
level. A guideline for the setup and use of the toolkit is offered in Appendix B. In the following 
paragraphs, the rationale behind the Model MRI Toolkit and relevant assumptions are listed. 
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Figure 12. A questionnaire in the Model MRI Toolkit for assessing progress in piping for a specific WBS location 
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Figure 12 (cont.) A questionnaire in the Model MRI Toolkit for assessing progress in piping for a specific WBS location  
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4.2 LIST OF ASSUMPTIONS  
The following list of assumptions was created to clarify the rationale behind the Model 
MRI Toolkit. It is helpful for the reader to retroactively apply the Model MRI Toolkit to a 
previously finished model-driven engineering project to measure qualitatively and quantitatively 
the key performance indicators (KPIs). This may help the reader to devise a strategy to adapt the 
toolkit, as necessary, and use the framework to develop a precise ModelXP which is better aligned 
with the requirements of new projects. The synergies between the toolkit and ModelXP addendum 
are described in Chapter 5. The following provides a list of assumptions: 
1. The level of granularity at which the Model MRI Toolkit will be deployed depends on the 
complexity of the project and the level of granularity needed by the project controls team 
to report modeling progress. The level of granularity at which projects will be evaluated is 
coordinated and outlined in the ModelXP Addendum section.  
a. Models can be evaluated at the discipline level or at the WBS location level. The 
project controls department should evaluate which of the two levels is the most 
convenient for each specific project. The main drivers behind this decision are the 
complexity of the project and the engineering process that the modeled design 
components follow. 
b. A successful model breakdown should group the design components in levels at 
which the report is meaningful for other project stakeholders.  When the model is 
broken-down correctly, the Model MRI Toolkit will provide actionable data to 
make accurate, well-informed project management decisions. 
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c. The WBS location is the lowest level of granularity for capturing and reporting 
model-based engineering progress, using the Model MRI Toolkit. The maturity 
assessment can certainly be done at the level of a model component, yet conducting 
such an assessment, using a spreadsheet and without automation can be a daunting 
task. Automation of progress measuring is currently being explored and examples 
are offered in Chapter 7. 
2. The applicability of each question in the Model MRI Toolkit questionnaire per modeling 
discipline should be decided with the client, and it should be outlined via the ModelXP 
Addendum. The applicability of each question can be set using the Model MRI Toolkit. 
3. The utilization and frequency at which the Model MRI Toolkit will be applied in the 
engineering phase is outlined on the Model XP Addendum. 
a. The ModelXP Addendum will help the users outline the process and specific 
milestones that will trigger an analysis conducted via the Model MRI Toolkit.  
b. Engineering firms can use the Model MRI Toolkit internally to conduct a QA/QC 
assessment of the state-of-the-progress of the model prior to an external model 
review.  
4. The Model Maturity Risk Index or Model MRI Toolkit provides feedback containing data 
to help a project discipline WBS location model earn a higher MMI level. 
5. To ensure MMI definitions are applied consistently across all projects, the readiness to next 
MMI level metric progresses linearly; i.e. all questions are assumed to carry the same level 
of importance. The toolkit, however, offers enough flexibility for the users to assign 
location impact factors to account for design complexity per model discipline. As such, a 
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given model discipline can be at 20% MMI400 and 80% MMI350, and these percentages 
consider the complexity of modeling across various locations. 
 
4.3 VALIDATION OF MODEL MATURITY RISK INDEX (MODEL MRI) TOOLKIT 
The experience with the charrette method during the validation of the MMI definitions 
proved that the charrette is a very valuable method to corroborate concepts and receive first-hand 
feedback to improve the proposed framework. Therefore, the team decided to use the same 
scenarios created to test the MMI Definitions, with minor modifications, to validate the Model 
MRI Toolkit. As proven during the previous charrettes, this validation placed the participants in a 
close to real-life environment which helped the research team to solicit direct, actionable feedback.  
During the charrette, the team was broken down into pairs of model-based engineering 
professionals with different skillsets. The matching process for these smaller evaluation groups 
was based on the expertise of each of the participants. The major goal was to match people from 
different companies with experience in different modeling disciplines in order to have small teams 
with a global model-based engineering perspective. Through the charrette test, the research team 
identified the ambiguities in the Model MRI Toolkit, addressed these ambiguities, and improved 
the toolkit's ease-of-use. At the same time, the charrette provided feedback about the most common 
challenges that users could face when trying to implement the Model MRI Toolkit.  The charrette 
proved once again, to be a helpful method for evaluating the accuracy and completeness of the 
concepts developed, in this case the Model MRI Toolkit. Figures 13 and 14 show the session that 
was conducted to validate the Model MRI Toolkit. 
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Figure 13. A charrette session with three scenarios to validate the accuracy and completeness of MMI definitions and most importantly the Model MRI Toolkit  
The responses received from the participants during these charrettes demonstrated the need 
for the development of a Model MRI Toolkit Guideline (Appendix B) and ModelXP Addendum 
(Chapter 5). The team also found that the alignment between the ModelXP Addendum and Model 
MRI Toolkit is critical to successfully implement the MMI driven progress assessment workflows. 
The alignment between these two elements, streamlines the communication process and provides 
a level field for project stakeholders to have a clear set of deliverables and responsibilities. For 
small firms, the Model MRI Toolkit will help to standardize their engineering process. For larger 
firms with standardized processes, the Model MRI Toolkit will help them clearly communicate 
their modeling progress across their own organization and with their clients. It will also help them 
improve their engineering planning by using all their existing progress and productivity data and 
aligning it to the processes that this research team created. All this data could be standardized to 
make better project control decisions. 
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Figure 14. A charrette session with generic engineering model to evaluate the twelve categories of the Model MRI Toolkit  
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CHAPTER 5: MODEL EXECUTION PLAN (MODELXP) ADDENDUM 
 
5.1 OVERVIEW 
To successfully implement a model-based engineering process on a project, the project 
team has developed this Model Execution Plan Addendum or ModelXP Addendum. The ModelXP 
Addendum defines the following: 
 3D model content  
o The maturity of the content is defined based on a set of MMI levels per model 
discipline and per Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) location. 
 3D model design review requirements and responsibilities 
o At each design review stage, the maturity of each model discipline and associated 
design responsibilities are established based on the MMI definitions and the inter-
disciplinary relationships in the model-based engineering process. 
 3D model design review work process 
o Risk in completeness of the model-derived deliverables is measured using Model 
Maturity Risk Index (Model MRI) toolkit, both within the discipline and across 
disciplines.  
 3D model design review documentation 
o By selecting the most appropriate units of measurement, progress can be tracked 
per engineering model discipline and across project Work Breakdown Structure 
(WBS) locations. 
 Define metrics and procedures for productivity measurement 
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o The metrics for tracking productivity will be aligned with the progress milestones 
defined by the MMI Definitions. As such, productivity can be tracked per model 
discipline and in between MMI levels. It is also possible to track productivity per 
model discipline and per WBS location. 
 Define model deliverables (end products) and their application 
o Each of the model deliverables should be clearly defined and its primary project 
stakeholder assigned. This will help engineering teams define the scope of work 
and create ownership among project stakeholders. 
It is important to mention that the Model Execution Plan (ModelXP) defines the processes 
that pertain to the creation of the engineering models only. On the other hand, the Project Execution 
Plan (PEP) defines everything that is related to the engineering process. To deliver a successful 
engineering project, it is important to have a clear alignment between the ModelXP and the PEP, 
because these elements have great synergy.  
The ModelXP Addendum defines the methodology to be used to acquire the client's 
approval of the 3D model design, at any of the model-based engineering stages leading to design 
completion. It allows the client and the engineering team to adopt and adapt a standard procedure 
for tracking the model-based engineering process and reviewing model-derived deliverables to 
guarantee the integrity of the facility design with respect to safety, technical correctness, 
constructability, operability, and maintainability. 
The 3D model content described in the ModelXP follows the standardized MMI definitions 
per model discipline; however, it could be adapted based on client and project-specific 
requirements. Both formal and informal design reviews of the project 3D model are planned at 
various stages of design completion; refer to table 3. These stages are linked to the project schedule 
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with respect to the supply of engineering information from all engineering disciplines (piping, 
equipment, layout, structural, etc.)  
Table 3. Maturity level per model review 
 
5.2 LIST OF ASSUMPTIONS 
The following list of assumptions was created to clarify the rationale behind the Model 
Execution Plan (ModelXP) Addendum. This list also guides the user through the application of 
the ModelXP in model-driven engineering projects. It is helpful for the user to retroactively apply 
the ModelXP Addendum to a previously finished model-driven engineering project in order to 
measure qualitatively and quantitatively the overall performance of the Addendum in comparison 
to previous Model Execution Plan. This may help the user devise a strategy to adapt the modeling 
process, as necessary, and use the ModelXP Addendum to develop a precise modeling plan which 
is better aligned with the requirements of new projects. 
1. The ModelXP Addendum was created to help firms with existing ModelXPs to apply the 
concepts developed as part of this research project in their own processes. 
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a. The proposed ModelXP Addendum shall be aligned to work with existing 
ModelXPs. This alignment must be coordinated between the project controls 
department and the engineering team.  
b. The Addendum provides a flexible framework to be adapted depending on the 
project and company specific existing processes. 
2. The ModelXP Addendum will help companies declare the modeling progress that must be 
achieved to conduct a model review meeting.  
a. The ModelXP Addendum only provides the modeling milestones to trigger the 
model reviews. Companies are free to decide how they are going to conduct the 
model review meetings. 
b. The ModelXP Addendum provides a standardized framework to create a modeling 
plan. This framework can be modified depending on the nature of the project, but 
the overall concepts will still be the same.  
3. The implementation of the ModelXP Addendum depends and shall be coordinated directly 
with the project controls team. The project controls team should provide the guidelines to 
breakdown the model with the correct level of granularity that would be meaningful to 
track modeling progress and productivity. 
a. It is very important that all project stakeholders coordinate and agree upon the 
locations at which models will be broken down. The locations must have a size at 
which it would be meaningful and easy to assess the reliability of the information 
utilized to create the models and the appearance of the design components.  
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b. The model breakdown structure is directly related to the work breakdown structure. 
The alignment between these two structures will generate the location breakdown 
structure, on which the Model MRI Toolkit is established.  
4. The ModelXP Addendum and the Model MRI Toolkit should be coordinated and aligned 
for the beginning of the project.  
5. Companies with no existing ModelXPs can consider entirely adopting the proposed 
ModelXP Addendum. 
 
5.3 MODELXP ADDENDUM FOR PROJECT CONTROLS 
As stated in the list of assumptions of the ModelXP Addendum, the integration and 
coordination between the project controls team and the engineering modeling stakeholders is 
critical. The integration between both parties, will help to deploy the concepts with the proper 
framework to provide meaningful project controls information. It will also maximize the quality 
of the assessments and the reports generated during the engineering phase. The project controls 
department should take the lead to define the location breakdown structure and work breakdown 
structure of the model. Both structures are critical to track progress and productivity at the correct 
level of granularity. By correct level of granularity, it is meant that the location or group created 
to run the assessment and apply the previously described qualitatively and quantitatively analysis, 
is composed by design components with similar characteristics and follow similar engineering 
processes. The implementation of the research concepts with the correct level of granularity will 
empower project controls teams. These teams will finally have access to standardized progress and 
productivity project specific information to make accurate, well informed project management 
decisions.  
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 Figure 15 describes the process and coordination required between the project 
controls team and the engineering teams. As shown in the figure, the engineering model should be 
broken down into disciplines, locations, or work packages. The breakdown structure of the models 
depends on the level of granularity needed to track modeling progress and productivity. Once the 
model has been broken down into manageable areas, the concepts created, are deployed to assess 
the reliability of the information utilized to create the model and the appearance of the design 
component throughout the engineering process.    
 
Figure 15. Modeling process to be coordinated between project controls and engineering team  
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CHAPTER 6: PRODUCTIVITY IN MODEL-BASED ENGINEERING 
 
6.1 OVERVIEW OF UNITS OF MEASURE 
The previous CII research efforts conducted in engineering productivity (CII 1990, 2001, 
2004) and the analysis provided by the research companies, were key to define the most important 
units of measure to track productivity in model-based engineering. The close collaboration 
between industry and academia, provided great insight to define the best practices and understand 
the challenges that companies face when measuring model-based engineering productivity. The 
main constraint identified, was the lack of a standardized process to measure engineering 
productivity. In the first part of this report, the MMI Definitions and Model MRI Toolkit, provided 
the standardized framework to measure progress in model-based engineering. The standardized 
framework to measure progress was critical in defining the metrics to track productivity in model-
based engineering.  This chapter will help the reader understand the most important elements in 
reporting productivity in model-based engineering; refer to table 4 to see the list of the most 
important units of measure per modeling discipline to track productivity in model-based 
engineering. The creation of a standardized framework to measure progress, and the definition of 
the units of measure to track productivity, were key elements of this research effort. These concepts 
have great synergy. By order of precedence, it is necessary to measure progress first to be capable 
of measuring productivity next. It is also important that the user understands which elements are 
relevant to track. The level of granularity at which progress and productivity will be tracked, is 
defined by the project controls team, and outlined in the ModelXP Addendum. Both the 
standardized framework and the units of measure were needed by the industry. The two concepts 
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combined provide a level field for project stakeholders to communicate and report productivity in 
model-based engineering. 
Table 4. Units of measurement per discipline 
 
 
6.2 MMIS FOR TRACKING PRODUCTIVITY IN EACH MODELING DISCIPLINE 
The MMI Levels are essential in tracking model-based engineering productivity. This new 
discipline approach to create the MMI Definitions provides a standardized framework to conduct 
model-based engineering, productivity calculations. The MMI Levels provide the initial, 
intermediate, and final milestones that a model-based engineering project needs to go through from 
start to completion. When the expected engineering hours spent in each of these milestones is 
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compared to the actual engineering hours spent to complete the milestones, we can assess if the 
team's productivity was higher or lower than planned; refer to equation 6.2. The Modeling 
Performance Index (MPI) is the ratio between the earned engineering hours and the actual 
engineering hours spent per MMI Level. The earned engineering hours can be obtained by 
measuring the actual progress and analyzing the number of hours that the team had allocated to 
achieve such progress. The actual engineering hours are obtained by measuring the engineering 
hours that were spent on each discipline per MMI Level.  As result of this equation, engineering 
teams will obtain a ratio which is critical to make accurate project management decisions. If this 
ratio is bigger than one, it could mean two things: either the team had a higher productivity than 
expected or the engineering hours to achieve such progress were overestimated. If the MPI is 
smaller than one, it would mean that the team had a lower productivity than expected or that the 
engineering hours to achieve such progress were underestimated.  
ܯܲܫ = ܧܽݎ݊݁݀ ܧ݊݃݅݊݁݁ݎ݅݊݃ ܪ݋ݑݎݏܣܿݐݑ݈ܽ ܧ݊݃݅݊݁݁ݎ݅݊݃ ܪ݋ݑݎݏ         
As an example of this process, Fig. 16 demonstrates how users could create powerful 
visuals to communicate the difference between the planned and the actual engineering hours spent 
per MMI Level. Fig. 17 provides a visual for engineering teams to compare and quickly understand 
if the productivity was higher or lower than expected. Such graphics are very intuitive and easy to 
understand. By using the proposed graphics, teams will have a more transparent coordination 
process. It will be easier to address the locations at risk of being delyaed, and a to implement a 
proactive project management style.    
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Figure 16. Actual and earned piping engineering hours per MMI Level  
 
Figure 17. Piping Modeling Performance Index (MPI) per MMI Level   
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Depending on the complexity of the project, companies may decide to track productivity 
differently. By differently, it must be understood that the frequency and the level of granularity 
that will be used to track the projects may change. A very complex project may require tracking at 
every single MMI Level and discipline. Meanwhile, to track a small project, it may not be 
necessary to document the intermediate milestones and the modeling effort associated to the small 
project. The correct approach and level of granularity at which projects will be tracked shall be 
defined by the project controls team. The project controls team needs to assure that the level of 
granularity at which they will be reporting will provide critical and actionable information to make 
timely and accurate project management decisions.  
If projects are tracked correctly, the data captured will help the estimating department 
create more accurate forecasts of the number of engineering hours to be spent per project, per 
discipline, and per WBS. More accurate estimates would help engineering firms to reduce their 
projects' risk. The historical productivity data, plus the standardized framework, would allow 
engineering teams to undertake more aggressive bidding processes. Companies capable of 
implementing this framework will have a drastic competitive advantage.  
Previous research in the modeling effort associated with achieving progress in the model 
suggests that the higher the progress, the more modeling effort it takes to achieve an even higher 
progress (Leite et al. 2011). If we translate this to MMI Levels, it would mean that the higher the 
MMI Level of the discipline, the more resources it would take to move to the next MMI. Figure 
18 uses piping as an example to demonstrate that when engineering teams are progressing in the 
model the higher the MMI Level, the more modeling hours should be allocated to achieve a higher 
MMI. 
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Figure 18. Piping modeling hours spent per MMI Level 
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CHAPTER 7: OVERALL VALIDATION  
The overall validation of the project was important to guarantee the correct workflow 
between the multiple concepts and frameworks described in this report. This evaluation made the 
research team realize the concepts developed had great synergies between each other -refer to table 
5, to view the synergies found-. If users want to take full advantage of this research methodology 
and framework, coordination between the multiple teams involved in the creation of the model is 
critical. The great amount of information and design components that are generated along the 
engineering modeling process should be coordinated from the very beginning of the project. This 
research project helps the user to coordinate the modeling creation and provides a transparent, 
level field for project stakeholders to exchange information. It is important for readers to identify 
the benefits and areas of opportunity, to fully invest their engineering resources and take ownership 
of this methodology. The proposed framework will improve the existing model-based engineering 
practices. 
Table 5. RT332 Model-based engineering synergies 
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To assure the quality and completeness of the project, a final review of the MMI 
Definitions, Model MRI Toolkit, and Model XP Addendum was conducted, to decant any possible 
inconsistencies in the research concepts. The final group validation was conducted in steps, to 
evaluate each of the research deliverables on their own. The model-based engineering knowledge 
that the team acquired throughout this project, was beneficial to improve the quality of the final 
deliverables. The first research deliverable that was evaluated, were the MMI Definitions. The 
final MMI review was key in assuring the terminology used was consistent across the definitions.  
As for the Model MRI Toolkit, the final review provided consistency between the MMI Definitions 
and the Toolkit itself. The Model MRI Toolkit builds on top of the framework created by the MMI 
Definitions. The consistency between these two elements is critical to avoid any confusion for the 
end user. The final review of the ModelXP Addendum was to guarantee that the Addendum could 
be implemented along with existing ModelXPs.  Through the industry survey, the research team 
notice that companies tend to create ModelXPs for most of their projects. To prevent any 
integration problems with existing, successful practices, during the final review the team focused 
on the flexibility and adaptability of the ModelXP Addendum. 
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Figure 19. Piping, equipment, and layout design as it applies to the exchanger are shown in these snapshots. During the assessment, a facilitator will be in the room and can provide a virtual walkthrough of the model upon request.   7.1 FINAL VALIDATION THROUGH EXAMPLE SCENARIO 
The scenarios crated for the charrettes were a great resource to test the final concepts. The 
internal test of the concepts via the scenarios provided a final feedback, to assess the guidelines 
that should be provided to the users. The research team noticed that the Model MRI and the 
ModelXP Addendum Guidelines should provide clear directions for users to easily deploy our 
concepts. Both guidelines (Appendix B and D) shall be consulted whenever users have any 
uncertainty in the application of the research concepts. Figure 19 shows a snapshot of one of the 
scenarios that were used for the final validation. The scenarios were developed in collaboration 
with our team members to simulate close to real-life conditions. The complete scenarios can be 
found on Appendix F for reference purposes.  
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Model-based engineering has revolutionized the delivery and coordination methods in 
capital projects. Many of the firms already engaged in model-driven engineering processes have 
documented the great benefits they receive for the time, money, and efforts expended on their 
modeling programs. At the same time, these companies have faced several problems in 
understanding and clearly communicating the maturity and reliability of their engineering work. 
This is especially difficult when working in multidisciplinary teams across different companies.  
A standardized set of definitions was needed to provide a method to clearly communicate the state 
of progress of the engineering, modeling work to the project stakeholders. An easy to use toolkit 
for assessing the quality of the modeled elements and the information utilized to create such 
elements, was needed as well. To specifically address these needs, this research project provided 
a clear set of Model Maturity Index (MMI) Definitions to be fulfilled at each phase of the 
engineering process. At the same time, the Model MRI Toolkit was created to assess the reliability 
of the information used to create the models and the quality of the design components. The toolkit 
can now be used to provide a detailed analysis of any elements that require additional modeling 
effort and project stakeholders have a clear set of standardized modeling requirements that must 
be fulfilled to achieve a higher MMI by discipline and location. Refer to table 6 for a detailed list 
of benefits that project stakeholders will obtain from implementing the MMI Definitions, the 
Model MRI Toolkit and the ModelXP Addendum.  
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Table 6. Stakeholders benefits 
  The next step of this research is to automate the toolkit and definitions created. The vast 
information embedded in engineering models is a powerful resource that should be exploded to 
assist with the automation of these processes. At this point, the framework and guidelines have 
been provided to allow querying of the modeling information needed to conduct a complete 
analysis of the modeling progress, and now the process can effectively be automated to further 
simplify the data gathering and the communication process.   
The results of this research establish an industry standard for engineering firms and owners 
to communicate and assess the maturity of their engineering models thus defining progress and 
productivity. Over the long term, the MMI Definitions will likely be adapted by companies to 
clearly define the modeling requirements for each phase of the engineering process. The M-MRI 
Toolkit will help users understand which specific elements require a higher modeling effort to gain 
progress/maturity. Once the automation of the toolkit has been achieved, this process will be even 
more effective. The existing ModelXPs will require an update to adapt the proposed MMIs and 
M-MRI Toolkit to the current engineering processes. CII’s commitment to generate knowledge 
for project success is clearly exemplified in this project. The solutions provided in this project will 
change the way firms managed model-based engineering. 
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APPENDIX A: MMI DEFINITIONS 
Discipline: Piping  
100 Generic model of scope components with approximate size, material, and location. ● Basic Routing ● The routing of the line has achieved a status which includes generic layout of “pipe”.  Design performance parameters as defined by the project to be associated with design components as graphic or non-graphic information. Existing conditions have been quantified and graphically represented. 
200 Graphically modeled as design-specified size, material, spacing, location, routing, and slope of pipe. ● Pipe Specs Loaded ● Project-specific piping specifications have been preliminary loaded into the model authoring tool. ● Routing ● The routing of the line has achieved a status which includes: Pipe, Elbows, Tees, Reducers, and Flanges. Note: Routing shall have space allocated for placing Valves, Instruments, Engineered Items, and piping required for Control Sets and Expansion loops. Consider Nozzle orientation, ladders, and platforming. ● Valves  ● Type, Size, Location ● Instruments ● Pipe supports with locations graphically modeled  ● Tie-in Routing (to existing pipe) – Battery Limits / Brownfield ● Space allocated for in-line electrical and instrument piping items ● Vents and drains included  Required graphic or non-graphic information associated with maturity level of model design components include: ● Approved pipe support standards ● Confirmed tie-in locations ● Confirmed line identification with line class spec ● Preliminary nozzle connections ● Design-specified valves. ● Design-specified in-line equipment data (non E&I items, such     as meters, filters, strainers, mixers). ● Preliminary in-line instrument and electrical data ● Preliminary actuator size for control and shut-down valves ● Preliminary control, shutdown, and pressure relief valve sizing. ● Preliminary pipe supports ● Preliminary cable tray size and routing ● Preliminary stress analysis on critical lines.  
300 Graphically modeled as confirmed size, material, spacing, location, routing, and slope of pipe. ● Final Routing ● Valves ● Valve hand-wheel and actuator orientation  ● Instruments ● Pipe supports 
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● Tie-in Routing (to existing pipe) – Battery Limits / Brownfield ● Space allocated for in-line electrical and instrument piping items ● Vents and drains included Required graphic or non-graphic information associated with level of maturity of model design components include: ● Design-specified actuator size for control and shut-down valves ● Design-specified control, shutdown, and pressure relief valve sizing ● Confirmed in-line equipment data (non-E&I)  ● Design-specified in-line instrument  ● Confirmed cable tray size and routing ● Confirmed stress analysis on all required lines. 
350 Graphically modeled as approved size, material, spacing, location, routing, and slope of pipe, with design-specified in-line components, connections, and pipe supports.  Required graphic or non-graphic information associated with design components includes: ● Approved valve vendor data (manual, control, shutdown, and pressure relief valve) ● Approved in-line equipment data (non E&I) ● Confirmed in-line instrument  ● Approved clash detection ● Approved cable tray size and routing ● Approved stress analysis on all required lines. o Use engineering judgement to assess which lines should be analyzed i.e. it is not necessary a full analysis 
400 Graphically modeled as IFC size, material, spacing, location, routing, and slope of pipe, with design-specified in-line components, connections, and pipe supports.  Required graphic or non-graphic information associated with design components includes: ● Approved in-line instrument  ● Approved pipe supports  
500 As-built: as-built conditions are graphically represented in the model 
600 FM-enabled: as-built models are supplied with Facility Management information such as operation manuals, preventive maintenance documents, and sensory data as outlined by project scope 
 
Note 
 Based on an execution plan, some of these MMI steps may be skipped 
Glossary (with order of precedence in model maturity levels) 
● Design component: 3D model representation of a physical asset. ● Generic: Design component required to define the model of scope.   
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● Preliminary: Initial project data is available but has not yet been reviewed or coordinated internally and externally. For example, project data could be informal data from previous projects, budgetary information from vendors or go-by ● Design-specified: Data taken from project specifications. For example, the pipe size is calculated based on project flow rates; materials have been selected based on process conditions; and equipment sizing based on project specifications. For example, cut sheets are submitted with budgetary or Purchase Order (PO) level quotations.  ● Confirmed: Project data has been reviewed and accepted by all required parties internally per project requirements and includes routine feedback from clients/third-parties. For example, designer has coordinated the design with other required disciplines. Note: Vendor data does not have “confirmed” status.  ● Approved: Project data has been reviewed and accepted by all required parties internally and externally per project requirements (internally: design teams; externally: client, third parties, vendors, constructors, operators)  ● IFC (Issue for Construction): Documents are generated using approved project data for fabrication and construction.  
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Discipline: Equipment  
100 Generic model of scope components with approximate size and location; ● The equipment has achieved a status which includes generic representation of “equipment”; for example, industry-typical, past project data, or space allocation.  Design performance parameters as defined by the project to be associated with model design components as graphic or non-graphic information. Existing conditions have been quantified and graphically represented. 
200 Equipment graphically modeled with preliminary size and configurations, as follows: ● Space allocated for support features (e.g. saddle, base plates, skirt, foundation, skids) ● Space allocated for auxiliary equipment components (e.g. lube oil skid, seal pot, electrical panels) ● Space allocated for equipment mounted access platforms ● Submittals of the equipment vendor data ● Nozzles ● Preliminary locations based on desired pipe routing ● Preliminary size and quantity ● Equipment-mounted valves, instruments, and controls ● Space and location allocated for operations accessibility   Required graphic or non-graphic information associated with maturity level of model design components include: ● Preliminary equipment data 
300 Equipment graphically modeled with design-specified size and configuration, as follows: ● Modeled to final desired level of detail for critical equipment interface aspects ● Designed-specified support features (e.g. saddle, base plates, skirt) ● Designed-specified auxiliary equipment components (e.g. lube oil skid, seal pot, electrical panels) ● Designed-specified equipment mounted access platforms ● Submittals of the equipment vendor data ● Nozzles ● Designed-specified locations based on desired pipe routing ● Designed-specified size and quantity ● Equipment-mounted valves, instruments, and controls ● Design-specified space and location for operations accessibility   Required graphic or non-graphic information associated with maturity level of model design components include: ● Design-specified equipment data 
350 Equipment graphically modeled with confirmed size and configuration, as follows: ● The equipment is based on confirmed submittal of the equipment vendor data (e.g. datasheets, drawings, utility requirements, auxiliary equipment) ● Confirmed support features (e.g. saddle, base plates, skirt) 
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● Confirmed auxiliary equipment components (e.g. lube oil skid, seal pot, electrical panels) ● Confirmed equipment mounted access platforms ● Nozzles ● Confirmed locations based on desired pipe routing ● Confirmed size and quantity ● Equipment-mounted valves, instruments, and controls ● Confirmed space and location for operations accessibility  
 Required graphic or non-graphic information associated with model design components include: ● Confirmed equipment data 
400 Equipment graphically modeled with approved size and configuration, as follows: ● All components of the equipment are approved for fabrication  Required graphic or non-graphic information associated with model design components include: ● Approved equipment data 
500 As-built: as-built conditions are graphically represented in the model 
600 FM-enabled: as-built models are supplied with Facility Management information such as operation manuals, preventive maintenance documents, and sensory data as outlined by project scope 
 Note 
 Based on an execution plan, some of these MMI steps may be skipped 
Glossary (with order of precedence in model maturity levels) 
● Design component: 3D model representation of a physical asset. ● Generic: Design component required to define the model of scope.   ● Preliminary: Initial project data is available but has not yet been reviewed or coordinated internally and externally. For example, project data could be informal data from previous projects, budgetary information from vendors or go-by ● Design-specified: Data taken from project specifications. For example, the pipe size is calculated based on project flow rates; materials have been selected based on process conditions; and equipment sizing based on project specifications. For example, cut sheets are submitted with budgetary or Purchase Order (PO) level quotations.  ● Confirmed: Project data has been reviewed and accepted by all required parties internally per project requirements and includes routine feedback from clients/third-parties. For example, designer has coordinated the design with other required disciplines. Note: Vendor data does not have “confirmed” status.  ● Approved: Project data has been reviewed and accepted by all required parties internally and externally per project requirements (internally: design teams; externally: client, third parties, vendors, constructors, operators)  ● IFC (Issue for Construction): Documents are generated using approved project data for fabrication and construction.  
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 Discipline: Layout  
100 Preliminary layout has been achieved with consideration given to  ● Safety: considerations for life safety based on industry standards e.g. egress, area classification, etc. ● Functionality: considerations for interfaces, operability, maintainability, and motions (exclusive to floating systems)  ● Existing conditions have been quantified and graphically represented. 
200 Design-specified layout has been achieved with consideration given to elevation, auxiliary features, and  ● Safety: considerations for life safety based on project specifics e.g., egress, area classification, fire protection equipment. ● Operation & maintenance accessibility based on project specifics, e.g., ● Exchanger pull tube space ● Large rotating equipment removal ● Material handling expectations ● Maintenance manipulation ● Laydown areas ● Walkway spacing  ● Ladders and stairs ● Valves and instruments ● Material handling   Space allocated for valves, instruments, and controls, associated with, but not mounted, on the equipment  Required graphic or non-graphic information associated with maturity level of model design components include: ● Preliminary equipment data ● Preliminary buildings layout ● Preliminary constructability and modularization studies  
300 Confirmed layout has been achieved with consideration given to elevation, auxiliary features, and  ● Safety: Life safety based on project specifics e.g. egress, area classification, fire protection equipment. ● Operation and maintenance accessibility reviewed and approved on the following: ▪ Exchanger pull tube space ▪ Large rotating equipment removal ▪ Laydown areas ▪ Walkway spacing  ▪ Ladders and stairs ▪ Valves and instruments ● Confirmed constructability and modularization studies ● Confirmed buildings layout ● Confirmed layout for maintainability, constructability and operability review Note: Confirmation and approval of equipment layout appear at the same model maturity level. 
350 Approved layout has been achieved with consideration given to elevation, auxiliary features, and  ● Waiting on final design reviews, buildings layout and any lagging 
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approvals associated with interdisciplinary documents.  
400 IFC layout has been achieved with consideration given to elevation, auxiliary features, and  ● All comments are resolved and interdisciplinary document approvals are all received. 
500 As-built: as-built conditions are graphically represented in the model 
600 FM-enabled: as-built models are supplied with Facility Management information such as operation manuals, preventive maintenance documents, and sensory data as outlined by project scope 
  Note 
 Based on an execution plan, some of these MMI steps may be skipped 
Glossary (with order of precedence in model maturity levels) 
● Design component: 3D model representation of a physical asset. ● Generic: Design component required to define the model of scope.   ● Preliminary: Initial project data is available but has not yet been reviewed or coordinated internally and externally. For example, project data could be informal data from previous projects, budgetary information from vendors or go-by ● Design-specified: Data taken from project specifications. For example, the pipe size is calculated based on project flow rates; materials have been selected based on process conditions; and equipment sizing based on project specifications. For example, cut sheets are submitted with budgetary or Purchase Order (PO) level quotations.  ● Confirmed: Project data has been reviewed and accepted by all required parties internally per project requirements and includes routine feedback from clients/third-parties. For example, designer has coordinated the design with other required disciplines. Note: Vendor data does not have “confirmed” status.  ● Approved: Project data has been reviewed and accepted by all required parties internally and externally per project requirements (internally: design teams; externally: client, third parties, vendors, constructors, operators)  ● IFC (Issue for Construction): Documents are generated using approved project data for fabrication and construction.  
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Discipline: Structural  
100 The main structure and elevations have been established.  The project specifications and climatic design criteria have been established as well.  The Engineering team has preliminary equipment data.  
200 Structural design components graphically modeled with preliminary size, material, location, elevation, as follows: ● Structural framing established ● Platform requirements ● Clash-detection ● Cable modeling ● Fireproofing/coating requirements   The preliminary design of structural members and connections has been created.  A preliminary stress analysis (for critical lines) has been received.   Required graphic or non-graphic information associated with the level of maturity of the modeled design components include: ● Design-specified equipment data 
300 Structural design components graphically modeled with confirmed size, material, location, elevation, as follows: ● Platform requirements ● Pipe modeling ● Cable modeling ● Fireproofing/coating requirements  ● Electric grounding requirements ● Accessibility and operability requirements on valves, equipment, and any related maintenance objects. ● Approved clash detection is conducted and all clashes are cleared/resolved.  Required graphic or non-graphic information associated with the level of maturity of the modeled design components include: ● Approved equipment data  Approved design of all structural members and connections has been created.  Approved stress analysis (for critical lines) has been received.  Approved structure maintainability, constructability and operability review has been conducted.  The design-specified design of the connections is completed and when available, a model integration is conducted. 
350 The IFC (Issue for Construction) package and specifications -without connection design- have been submitted.   The confirmed design of the connections is completed and when available, a model integration is conducted. 
400 The Engineering team approved the shop drawing and the submittal reviews.  The IFC package and specifications with connection design have been submitted. A model reintegration should be conducted including any third-party shop 
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drawings.  
500 As-built: as-built conditions are graphically represented in the model 
600 FM-enabled: as-built models are supplied with Facility Management information such as operation manuals, preventive maintenance documents, and sensory data as outlined by project scope 
 Note 
 Based on an execution plan, some of these MMI steps may be skipped 
Glossary (with order of precedence in model maturity levels) 
● Design component: 3D model representation of a physical asset. ● Generic: Design component required to define the model of scope.   ● Preliminary: Initial project data is available but has not yet been reviewed or coordinated internally and externally. For example, project data could be informal data from previous projects, budgetary information from vendors or go-by ● Design-specified: Data taken from project specifications. For example, the pipe size is calculated based on project flow rates; materials have been selected based on process conditions; and equipment sizing based on project specifications. For example, cut sheets are submitted with budgetary or Purchase Order (PO) level quotations.  ● Confirmed: Project data has been reviewed and accepted by all required parties internally per project requirements and includes routine feedback from clients/third-parties. For example, designer has coordinated the design with other required disciplines. Note: Vendor data does not have “confirmed” status.  ● Approved: Project data has been reviewed and accepted by all required parties internally and externally per project requirements (internally: design teams; externally: client, third parties, vendors, constructors, operators)  ● IFC (Issue for Construction): Documents are generated using approved project data for fabrication and construction.  
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Discipline: Civil  
100 The construction site has been chosen and its boundaries clearly defined. The Engineering team has received the surveying information and the project specifications have been established. The following design components have been determined with a preliminary state: ● Type of drainage facilities ● Climatic design criteria for drainage design ● Type of paving/surfacing for plant roads and unit areas ● Permitting requirements  The cut/fill balance study has been completed, the scope of the work of the geotechnical investigation has been released and the demolition and existing on-ground and underground elements identified.  
200 Civil design components graphically modeled with design-specified size, material, spacing, location, slope, elevation, as follows: ● Site plan, topographic maps, surveys ● Underground and drainage facilities design ● Cut/fill design ● Layout of plant roads ● Road design ● Paving/surfacing plans and details ● SWPPP (Storm water Pollution Prevention Plan) ● Fencing/gate layout and details ● Construction laydown, parking and trailers  The main plant elevations have been established, a draft version of the Geotech report has been created and the permits have been submitted to the AHJ (Authority Having Jurisdiction). The environmental and remediation requirements have been submitted to the AHJ. 
300 Civil design components graphically modeled with confirmed size, material, spacing, location, slope, elevation, as follows: ● Site plan, topographic maps, surveys ● Undergrounds and drainage facilities design ● Cut/fill design ● Layout of plant roads ● Road design ● Surfacing plans and details  ● SWPPP submitted ● Fencing/gate layout and details ●  Geotechnical report has been confirmed. The environmental and remediation requirements have been confirmed by the AHJ. 
350 Civil design components graphically modeled with approved size, material, spacing, location, slope, elevation, as follows: ● Site plan, topographic maps, surveys ● Undergrounds and drainage facilities design ● Cut/fill design ● Layout of plant roads ● Road design ● Surfacing plans and details  ● SWPPP submitted ● Fencing/gate layout and details ●  
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Geotechnical report has been approved. The environmental and remediation requirements have been approved by the AHJ. 
400 The IFC (Issued for Construction) drawing package and specifications have been submitted. The engineering team finalized the submittal reviews. 
500 As-built: as-built conditions are graphically represented in the model 
600 FM-enabled: as-built models are supplied with Facility Management information such as operation manuals, preventive maintenance documents, and sensory data as outlined by project scope 
 Note 
 Based on an execution plan, some of these MMI steps may be skipped 
Glossary (with order of precedence in model maturity levels) 
● Design component: 3D model representation of a physical asset. ● Generic: Design component required to define the model of scope.   ● Preliminary: Initial project data is available but has not yet been reviewed or coordinated internally and externally. For example, project data could be informal data from previous projects, budgetary information from vendors or go-by ● Design-specified: Data taken from project specifications. For example, the pipe size is calculated based on project flow rates; materials have been selected based on process conditions; and equipment sizing based on project specifications. For example, cut sheets are submitted with budgetary or Purchase Order (PO) level quotations.  ● Confirmed: Project data has been reviewed and accepted by all required parties internally per project requirements and includes routine feedback from clients/third-parties. For example, designer has coordinated the design with other required disciplines. Note: Vendor data does not have “confirmed” status.  ● Approved: Project data has been reviewed and accepted by all required parties internally and externally per project requirements (internally: design teams; externally: client, third parties, vendors, constructors, operators)  ● IFC (Issue for Construction): Documents are generated using approved project data for fabrication and construction.  
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Discipline: Foundations  
100 The project specifications have been established and the required buildings are identified. The scope of work for the geotechnical investigation has been released.   The preliminary location of major equipment and structures has been defined. The engineering team has preliminary equipment data and a preliminary estimate of the type of foundations has been created. Existing conditions have been quantified and graphically represented. 
200 Subsurface foundation design components graphically modeled with preliminary size, material, location, elevation, as follows: ● Foundation sizing ● Building layout ● Reactions for structures ● Underground and drainage design 
 Required graphic or non-graphic information associated with the level of maturity of the modeled design components include: ● Design-specified structure locations ● Design-specified equipment data  The preliminary of the geotechnical report has been received. The engineering team has determined the types of foundations to be utilized. The bearing elevations for the foundations have been established. The constructability considerations have been addressed and the exploratory excavation plans have been released.  
300 Subsurface foundation design components graphically modeled with approved size, material, location, elevation, as follows: ● Geotechnical report has been received ● Details for structure-foundation interface modeled (e.g. anchor bolt, etc.) ● Structure reactions 
 Required graphic or non-graphic information associated with the level of maturity of the modeled design components include: ● Design-specified foundation sizing ● Approved building layout ● Approved equipment data ● Approved clash detection review should be completed  The preliminary rebar/embedment design has been completed. If needed and applicable, exploratory excavations on critical areas and deep foundations load testing have been completed.   
350 The IFC drawing package and specifications has been submitted.  
400 The engineering team finalized the shop drawing and the submittal reviews. If needed a model reintegration should be conducted as well.  
500 As-built: as-built conditions are graphically represented in the model 
600 FM-enabled: as-built models are supplied with Facility Management information such as operation manuals, preventive maintenance documents, and sensory data as outlined by project scope 
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Note 
 Based on an execution plan, some of these MMI steps may be skipped 
Glossary (with order of precedence in model maturity levels) 
● Design component: 3D model representation of a physical asset. ● Generic: Design component required to define the model of scope.   ● Preliminary: Initial project data is available but has not yet been reviewed or coordinated internally and externally. For example, project data could be informal data from previous projects, budgetary information from vendors or go-by ● Design-specified: Data taken from project specifications. For example, the pipe size is calculated based on project flow rates; materials have been selected based on process conditions; and equipment sizing based on project specifications. For example, cut sheets are submitted with budgetary or Purchase Order (PO) level quotations.  ● Confirmed: Project data has been reviewed and accepted by all required parties internally per project requirements and includes routine feedback from clients/third-parties. For example, designer has coordinated the design with other required disciplines. Note: Vendor data does not have “confirmed” status.  ● Approved: Project data has been reviewed and accepted by all required parties internally and externally per project requirements (internally: design teams; externally: client, third parties, vendors, constructors, operators)  ● IFC (Issue for Construction): Documents are generated using approved project data for fabrication and construction.  
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Discipline: Instrumentation  
100 Generic model of scope components with space allocated for approximate size and location; This is applicable to Remote Instrument Enclosures (RIE), Analyzer Shelters, Analyzer Racks, Junction Boxes, Control Panels, In-Line Instruments, Off-Line Instruments, and other instrument auxiliaries, etc. as applicable ● The Instrument model components have achieved a status which is considered to be industry-typical, past project data, or space allocation. ● Electrical Hazardous Area Classification volumes or Electrical Hazardous Area Classification Plans are defined to be used as non-graphic or graphic information in model reviews if applicable Design performance parameters as defined by the project to be associated with model design components as graphic or non-graphic information. (Correct geometry of generic design components to be modeled and attribute requirements defined for each generic design component.) 
200 Instrumentation graphically modeled with preliminary size and configurations, as follows: ● Defined and clearly recognizable by type and configuration ● Proper location, elevation, and installations of instrumentation; This is applicable to Junction Boxes, Control Panels, In-Line Instruments, Off-Line Instruments, instrument air headers, instrument air manifolds, and other instrument auxiliaries ● Instrument installations on vessels are coordinated with Vessel Engineering and Vessel Vendor Data ● Space allocated for auxiliary instrument components (e.g. gas cylinders, piping process taps, instrument air manifolds, instrument air header, control panels, analyzer cabinets/racks, instrument weather enclosures) ● Equipment mounted access platforms ● Space allocated for PAGA and fire and gas detectors/safety detectors ● Proper location, elevation, supports and installations of PAGA and fire and gas detectors/safety detectors fire/gas (safety) detectors Required graphic or non-graphic preliminary information associated with maturity level of model design components include: ● Instrument data ● Control Panels/RIEs/Analyzers/Shelters/junction boxes ● Cable Schedule ● Electrical hazardous area classification volumes are defined to be used as non-graphic information in model reviews ● Electrical Hazardous Area Classification Plans are available as information in model reviews ● Cable tray routing ● Instrument Index ● P&IDs ● Process Data ● Piping Specification ● Submittals on the vendor instrument data (e.g. cut sheets, datasheets, drawings, utility requirements, auxiliary equipment) ● Equipment Layout ● Equipment mounted access platforms ● Space and location assessed for operations accessibility; Study may not be completed but space allocated ● Project Specifications and Standards ● Plot Plans and Equipment Location Plans ● Equipment List ● Mechanical and Instrument Vendor Data 
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300 Instrumentation graphically modeled with Design-Specified size and configurations, as follows: ● Defined and clearly recognizable by type and configuration ● Proper location, elevation, and installations of instrumentation; This is applicable to Junction Boxes, Control Panels, In-Line Instruments, Off-Line Instruments, instrument air headers, instrument air manifolds, and other instrument auxiliaries ● Instrument installations on vessels are coordinated with Vessel Engineering and Vessel Vendor Data ● Space allocated for auxiliary instrument components (e.g. gas cylinders, piping process taps, instrument air manifolds, instrument air header, control panels, analyzer cabinets/racks, instrument weather enclosures) ● Equipment mounted access platforms ● Space allocated for PAGA and fire and gas detectors/safety detectors ● Proper location, elevation, supports and installations of PAGA and fire and gas detectors/safety detectors fire/gas (safety) detectors  Required graphic or non-graphic Design-Specified information associated with maturity level of model design components include: ● Instrument data ● Control Panels/RIEs/Analyzers/Shelters/junction boxes ● Cable Schedule ● Electrical hazardous area classification volumes are defined to be used as non-graphic information in model reviews ● Electrical Hazardous Area Classification Plans are available as information in model reviews ● Cable tray routing ● Instrument Index ● P&IDs ● Process Data ● Piping Specification ● Submittals on the vendor instrument data (e.g. cut sheets, datasheets, drawings, utility requirements, auxiliary equipment) ● Equipment Layout ● Equipment mounted access platforms ● Space and location assessed for operations accessibility; Study may not be completed but space allocated ● Project Specifications and Standards ● Plot Plans and Equipment Location Plans ● Equipment List ● Mechanical Vendor Data ● Instrument Vendor Data 
350 Instrumentation graphically modeled with confirmed size and configurations, as follows: ● Defined and clearly recognizable by type and configuration ● Proper location, elevation, and installations of instrumentation; This is applicable to Junction Boxes, Control Panels, In-Line Instruments, Off-Line Instruments, instrument air headers, instrument air manifolds, and other instrument auxiliaries ● Instrument installations on vessels are coordinated with Vessel Engineering and Vessel Vendor Data ● Space allocated for auxiliary instrument components (e.g. gas cylinders, piping process taps, instrument air manifolds, instrument air header, control panels, analyzer cabinets/racks, instrument weather enclosures) ● Equipment mounted access platforms ● Space allocated for PAGA and fire and gas detectors/safety detectors ● Proper location, elevation, supports and installations of PAGA and fire 
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and gas detectors/safety detectors fire/gas (safety) detectors  Required graphic or non-graphic Confirmed information associated with maturity level of model design components include: ● Instrument data ● Control Panels/RIEs/Analyzers/Shelters/junction boxes ● Cable Schedule ● Electrical hazardous area classification volumes are defined to be used as non-graphic information in model reviews ● Electrical Hazardous Area Classification Plans are available as information in model reviews ● Cable tray routing ● Instrument Index ● P&IDs ● Process Data ● Piping Specification ● Submittals on the vendor instrument data (e.g. cut sheets, datasheets, drawings, utility requirements, auxiliary equipment) ● Equipment Layout ● Equipment mounted access platforms ● Space and location assessed for operations accessibility; Study may not be completed but space allocated ● Project Specifications and Standards ● Plot Plans and Equipment Location Plans ● Equipment List ● Mechanical Vendor Data ● Instrument Vendor Data 
 
400 Instrumentation graphically modeled with approved size and configurations, as follows: ● Defined and clearly recognizable by type and configuration ● Proper location, elevation, and installations of instrumentation; This is applicable to Junction Boxes, Control Panels, In-Line Instruments, Off-Line Instruments, instrument air headers, instrument air manifolds, and other instrument auxiliaries ● Instrument installations on vessels are coordinated with Vessel Engineering and Vessel Vendor Data ● Space allocated for auxiliary instrument components (e.g. gas cylinders, piping process taps, instrument air manifolds, instrument air header, control panels, analyzer cabinets/racks, instrument weather enclosures) ● Equipment mounted access platforms ● Space allocated for PAGA and fire and gas detectors/safety detectors ● Proper location, elevation, supports and installations of PAGA and fire and gas detectors/safety detectors fire/gas (safety) detectors  Required graphic or non-graphic approved information associated with maturity level of model design components include: ● Instrument data ● Control Panels/RIEs/Analyzers/Shelters/junction boxes ● Cable Schedule ● Electrical hazardous area classification volumes are defined to be used as non-graphic information in model reviews ● Electrical Hazardous Area Classification Plans are available as information in model reviews ● Cable tray routing ● Instrument Index ● P&IDs 
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● Process Data ● Piping Specification ● Submittals on the vendor instrument data (e.g. cut sheets, datasheets, drawings, utility requirements, auxiliary equipment) ● Equipment Layout ● Equipment mounted access platforms ● Space and location assessed for operations accessibility; Study may not be completed but space allocated ● Project Specifications and Standards ● Plot Plans and Equipment Location Plans ● Equipment List ● Mechanical Vendor Data ● Instrument Vendor Data 
500 As-built: as-built conditions are graphically represented in the model 
600 FM-enabled: as-built models are supplied with Facility Management information such as operation manuals, preventive maintenance documents, and sensory data as outlined by project scope 
 
Note 
 Based on an execution plan, some of these MMI steps may be skipped 
Glossary (with order of precedence in model maturity levels) 
● Design component: 3D model representation of a physical asset. ● Generic: Design component required to define the model of scope.   ● Preliminary: Initial project data is available but has not yet been reviewed or coordinated internally and externally. For example, project data could be informal data from previous projects, budgetary information from vendors or go-by ● Design-specified: Data taken from project specifications. For example, the pipe size is calculated based on project flow rates; materials have been selected based on process conditions; and equipment sizing based on project specifications. For example, cut sheets are submitted with budgetary or Purchase Order (PO) level quotations.  ● Confirmed: Project data has been reviewed and accepted by all required parties internally per project requirements and includes routine feedback from clients/third-parties. For example, designer has coordinated the design with other required disciplines. Note: Vendor data does not have “confirmed” status.  ● Approved: Project data has been reviewed and accepted by all required parties internally and externally per project requirements (internally: design teams; externally: client, third parties, vendors, constructors, operators)  ● IFC (Issue for Construction): Documents are generated using approved project data for fabrication and construction.  
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Discipline: Electrical  
100 Generic model of scope design components with space allocated for approximate size and location; This is applicable to electrical buildings, switch racks, outdoor panels, and main cable tray (trays leaving the electrical buildings and in the main pipe racks), lighting, cabinets, junction boxes, Remote Instrument Enclosures (RIE), Analyzer Shelters, Analyzer Racks, etc.    The Electrical design components has achieved a status which is considered to be industry-typical, past project data, or space allocation.  Preliminary Electrical Hazardous Area Classification volumes or Electrical Hazardous Area Classification Plans are defined to be used as non-graphic or graphic information in model reviews if applicable  Preliminary mechanical handling of large electrical equipment, i.e.: large transformers, through the use of obstruction volumes defining the path  Design performance parameters as defined by the project to be associated with model design components as graphic or non-graphic information (Correct geometry of generic design components to be modeled and attribute requirements defined for each generic design component is defined.) 
200 Electrical components graphically modeled with preliminary size and configuration, as follows:   Size, location, elevation, and installations related to Remote Instrument Enclosures (RIE), Analyzer Shelters, Analyzer Racks, Junction Boxes, Control Panels, In-Line Instruments, Off-Line Instruments, and other instrument auxiliaries, etc. as applicable  Electrical hazardous area classification volumes are defined to be used as graphic information in model   Lighting Fixtures graphically modeled with size and configuration  Large bore conduit graphically modeled with size and configuration  Main and primary Cable tray  Lighting and Power Panelboards   Support features (e.g. Cable tray and large bore conduit brackets, supports)   Main and primary Cable tray   Control Panels   Junction Boxes   Switch Racks graphically modeled  Electrical buildings, switch racks, outdoor panels   Transformers   Bus Duct   Underground Duct Banks   Mechanical handling of large electrical equipment, i.e.: large transformers, through the use of obstruction volumes defining the path, pre-fabricated electrical buildings; etc.  Equipment layout  Space and location assessed for operations accessibility  Required graphic or non-graphic preliminary information associated with maturity level of model design components include:  One lines  Power & Control Cable schedule  Instrument Cable Schedule  Electrical Hazardous Area Classification Plans 
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 Motor Control Schematics  Project Specifications and Standards  Plot Plans and Equipment Location Plans  Equipment List  P&IDs  Control Panel / RIE / Analyzer / Shelter / Junction Box, etc. data  Mechanical Equipment Vendor Data  Electrical Engineered Equipment Vendor Data  
300  Electrical design components graphically modeled with design-specified size and configuration, as follows:   Size, location, elevation, and installations related to Remote Instrument Enclosures (RIE), Analyzer Shelters, Analyzer Racks, Junction Boxes, Control Panels, In-Line Instruments, Off-Line Instruments, and other instrument auxiliaries, etc. as applicable  Electrical hazardous area classification volumes are defined to be used as graphic information in model   Lighting Fixtures graphically modeled with size and configuration  Large bore conduit graphically modeled with size and configuration  Main and primary Cable tray  Lighting and Power Panelboards   Support features (e.g. Cable tray and large bore conduit brackets, supports)   Main and primary Cable tray   Control Panels   Junction Boxes   Switch Racks graphically modeled  Electrical buildings, switch racks, outdoor panels   Transformers   Bus Duct   Underground Duct Banks   Mechanical handling of large electrical equipment, i.e.: large transformers, through the use of obstruction volumes defining the path, pre-fabricated electrical buildings; etc.  Equipment layout  Space and location assessed for operations accessibility  Required graphic or non-graphic design-specified information associated with maturity level of model design components include:  One lines  Power & Control Cable schedule  Instrument Cable Schedule  Electrical Hazardous Area Classification Plans  Motor Control Schematics  Project Specifications and Standards  Plot Plans and Equipment Location Plans  Equipment List  P&IDs  Control Panel / RIE / Analyzer / Shelter / Junction Box, etc. data  Mechanical Equipment Vendor Data  Electrical Engineered Equipment Vendor Data 
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350 Electrical design components graphically modeled with confirmed size and configuration, as follows:   Size, location, elevation, and installations related to Remote Instrument Enclosures (RIE), Analyzer Shelters, Analyzer Racks, Junction Boxes, Control Panels, In-Line Instruments, Off-Line Instruments, and other instrument auxiliaries, etc. as applicable  Electrical hazardous area classification volumes are defined to be used as graphic information in model   Lighting Fixtures graphically modeled with size and configuration  Large bore conduit graphically modeled with size and configuration  Main and primary Cable tray  Lighting and Power Panelboards   Support features (e.g. Cable tray and large bore conduit brackets, supports)   Main and primary Cable tray   Control Panels   Junction Boxes   Switch Racks graphically modeled  Electrical buildings, switch racks, outdoor panels   Transformers   Bus Duct   Underground Duct Banks   Mechanical handling of large electrical equipment, i.e.: large transformers, through the use of obstruction volumes defining the path, pre-fabricated electrical buildings; etc.  Equipment layout  Space and location assessed for operations accessibility  Required graphic or non-graphic confirmed information associated with maturity level of model design components include:  One lines  Power & Control Cable schedule  Instrument Cable Schedule  Electrical Hazardous Area Classification Plans  Motor Control Schematics  Project Specifications and Standards  Plot Plans and Equipment Location Plans  Equipment List  P&IDs  Control Panel / RIE / Analyzer / Shelter / Junction Box, etc. data  Mechanical Equipment Vendor Data  Electrical Engineered Equipment Vendor Data  
400 Electrical design components graphically modeled with approved size and configuration, as follows:   Size, location, elevation, and installations related to Remote Instrument Enclosures (RIE), Analyzer Shelters, Analyzer Racks, Junction Boxes, Control Panels, In-Line Instruments, Off-Line Instruments, and other instrument auxiliaries, etc. as applicable  Electrical hazardous area classification volumes are defined to be used as graphic information in model   Lighting Fixtures graphically modeled with size and configuration  Large bore conduit graphically modeled with size and configuration 
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 Main and primary Cable tray  Lighting and Power Panelboards   Support features (e.g. Cable tray and large bore conduit brackets, supports)   Main and primary Cable tray   Control Panels   Junction Boxes   Switch Racks graphically modeled  Electrical buildings, switch racks, outdoor panels   Transformers   Bus Duct   Underground Duct Banks   Mechanical handling of large electrical equipment, i.e.: large transformers, through the use of obstruction volumes defining the path, pre-fabricated electrical buildings; etc.  Equipment layout  Space and location assessed for operations accessibility  Required graphic or non-graphic approved information associated with maturity level of model design components include:  One lines  Power & Control Cable schedule  Instrument Cable Schedule  Electrical Hazardous Area Classification Plans  Motor Control Schematics  Project Specifications and Standards  Plot Plans and Equipment Location Plans  Equipment List  P&IDs  Control Panel / RIE / Analyzer / Shelter / Junction Box, etc. data  Mechanical Equipment Vendor Data  Electrical Engineered Equipment Vendor Data 
500 As-built: as-built conditions are graphically represented in the model 
600 FM-enabled: as-built models are supplied with Facility Management information such as operation manuals, preventive maintenance documents, and sensory data as outlined by project scope 
 
Note 
 Based on an execution plan, some of these MMI steps may be skipped 
Glossary (with order of precedence in model maturity levels) 
● Design component: 3D model representation of a physical asset. ● Generic: Design component required to define the model of scope.   ● Preliminary: Initial project data is available but has not yet been reviewed or coordinated internally and externally. For example, project data could be informal data from previous projects, budgetary information from vendors or go-by ● Design-specified: Data taken from project specifications. For example, the pipe size is calculated based on project flow rates; materials have been selected based on process conditions; and equipment sizing based on 
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project specifications. For example, cut sheets are submitted with budgetary or Purchase Order (PO) level quotations.  ● Confirmed: Project data has been reviewed and accepted by all required parties internally per project requirements and includes routine feedback from clients/third-parties. For example, designer has coordinated the design with other required disciplines. Note: Vendor data does not have “confirmed” status.  ● Approved: Project data has been reviewed and accepted by all required parties internally and externally per project requirements (internally: design teams; externally: client, third parties, vendors, constructors, operators)  ● IFC (Issue for Construction): Documents are generated using approved project data for fabrication and construction.  
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Discipline: Buildings  
100 The location of the industrial buildings has been chosen. The engineering team has received the survey information and the buildings’ specifications have been established. Generic model of scope components with approximate size, location, and architectural and structural features; ● Type of industrial building has been approved. ● Type of room has been approved (storage room, compression room, electrical room).  The demolition of existing on-ground and underground elements has been identified.  
200 The shape of the buildings is preliminary. However, the installation inside the building such as electrical panels, instrumentation racks, HVAC equipment, ductwork, etc. should be preliminary. Control rooms, Substations and Technical Rooms should be graphically modeled with preliminary size, material, spacing, location, elevation, as follows: ● Windows ● Air intakes ● HVAC System (ducting, sensors, system sectioning, etc.) ● Firefighting systems, Fire barriers, smoke detectors and external bottles racks. ● Equipment ● Antennas ● Metrological array ● Radio System  ● Cable ducts ● Location of emergency exits/egress ● Alarming devices ● Electrical equipment  ● Transformers  ● Bus duct ● Electrical raceways ● Site plan ● Underground and drainage facilities design ● Construction laydown, parking and trailers ● Helideck  ● Survival craft  Required graphic or non-graphic information associated with maturity level of model design components include: ● Preliminary equipment data  ● Preliminary internal buildings layout  ● Preliminary clearances for hazardous materials   The main plant elevations have been established and the permits have been submitted to the AHJ (Authority Having Jurisdiction). ● Placement and safety considerations 
300 The shape of the buildings has been confirmed. However, the installation inside the building such as electrical panels, instrumentation racks, HVAC equipment, ductwork, etc. are design-specified. Control rooms, Substations and Technical Rooms should be graphically modeled with design-specified size, material, spacing, location, elevation. This is applicable to all the design components mentioned on the MMI 200.   
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Required graphic or non-graphic information associated with maturity level of model design components include: ● Confirmed equipment data  ● Confirmed internal buildings layout  ● Confirmed clearances for hazardous materials  
350 The installation inside the building such as electrical panels, instrumentation racks, HVAC equipment, ductwork, etc. are approved. Control rooms, Substations and Technical Rooms should be graphically modeled with approved size, material, spacing, location, elevation, this is applicable to all the design components mentioned on the MMI 200, plus the following design components: ● Cabinets ● Floating floor ● Computers, UPS, battery packs ● Furniture, work stations, printers ● Lighting  ● Warning signs  Required graphic or non-graphic information associated with maturity level of model design components include: ● Approved equipment data  ● Approved internal buildings layout  ● Approved clearances for hazardous materials  
400 The engineering team finalized the submittal reviews. The IFC (Issued for Construction) drawing package and specifications have been submitted.  Graphical model includes approved status of all inside equipment. 
500 As-built: as-built conditions are graphically represented in the model 
600 FM-enabled: as-built models are supplied with Facility Management information such as operation manuals, preventive maintenance documents, and sensory data as outlined by project scope 
 
Note 
 Based on an execution plan, some of these MMI steps may be skipped 
Glossary (with order of precedence in model maturity levels) 
● Design component: 3D model representation of a physical asset. ● Generic: Design component required to define the model of scope.   ● Preliminary: Initial project data is available but has not yet been reviewed or coordinated internally and externally. For example, project data could be informal data from previous projects, budgetary information from vendors or go-by ● Design-specified: Data taken from project specifications. For example, the pipe size is calculated based on project flow rates; materials have been selected based on process conditions; and equipment sizing based on project specifications. For example, cut sheets are submitted with budgetary or Purchase Order (PO) level quotations.  ● Confirmed: Project data has been reviewed and accepted by all required parties internally per project requirements and includes routine feedback from clients/third-parties. For example, designer has 
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coordinated the design with other required disciplines. Note: Vendor data does not have “confirmed” status.  ● Approved: Project data has been reviewed and accepted by all required parties internally and externally per project requirements (internally: design teams; externally: client, third parties, vendors, constructors, operators)  ● IFC (Issue for Construction): Documents are generated using approved project data for fabrication and construction.  
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 Discipline: HVAC  
100 Generic model of scope design components with approximate size and location; ● HVAC has achieved a status which includes schematic representation of equipment, piping and ducts for example, industry-typical, past project data, or space allocation.  Design performance parameters as defined by the project to be associated with model design components as graphic or non-graphic information. Existing conditions have been quantified and graphically represented. 
200 HVAC graphically modeled with preliminary size and configurations, as follows: ● Defined and clearly recognizable by type and configuration ● Space allocated for support features  ● Space allocated for auxiliary equipment components  ● Space allocated for equipment mounted access platforms ● Space allocated for ducts  ● Equipment-mounted valves, instruments, and controls o Space and location allocated for operations accessibility   Required graphic or non-graphic information associated with maturity level of model design components include: ● Preliminary HVAC data 
300 HVAC graphically modeled with design-specified size and configuration, as follows: ● Modeled to final desired level of detail for critical equipment interface aspects ● Designed-specified support features  ● Designed-specified auxiliary equipment components  ● Designed-specified equipment mounted access platforms ● Designed-specified ducts ● Equipment-mounted valves, instruments, and controls  Design-specified space and location for operations accessibility   Required graphic or non-graphic information associated with maturity level of model design components include: ● Design-specified HVAC data 
350 HVAC graphically modeled with size and configuration, as follows: ● Modeled to final desired level of detail ● The HVAC is based on reviewed/commented submittal of the equipment data (e.g. datasheets, drawings, utility requirements, auxiliary equipment) ● Confirmed support features  ● Confirmed auxiliary equipment components  ● Confirmed equipment mounted access platforms ● Designed-specified ducts ● Equipment-mounted valves, instruments, and controls  Confirmed space and location for operations accessibility   Required graphic or non-graphic information associated with model includes: ● Confirmed HVAC data 
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400 HVAC graphically modeled with approved size and configuration, as follows: ● All components of the HVAC are approved for fabrication  Required graphic or non-graphic information associated with model design components include: ● Approved HVAC data  
500 As-built: as-built conditions are graphically represented in the model 
600 FM-enabled: as-built models are supplied with Facility Management information such as operation manuals, preventive maintenance documents, and sensory data as outlined by project scope 
 
Note 
 Based on an execution plan, some of these MMI steps may be skipped 
Glossary (with order of precedence in model maturity levels) 
● Design component: 3D model representation of a physical asset. ● Generic: Design component required to define the model of scope.   ● Preliminary: Initial project data is available but has not yet been reviewed or coordinated internally and externally. For example, project data could be informal data from previous projects, budgetary information from vendors or go-by ● Design-specified: Data taken from project specifications. For example, the pipe size is calculated based on project flow rates; materials have been selected based on process conditions; and equipment sizing based on project specifications. For example, cut sheets are submitted with budgetary or Purchase Order (PO) level quotations.  ● Confirmed: Project data has been reviewed and accepted by all required parties internally per project requirements and includes routine feedback from clients/third-parties. For example, designer has coordinated the design with other required disciplines. Note: Vendor data does not have “confirmed” status.  ● Approved: Project data has been reviewed and accepted by all required parties internally and externally per project requirements (internally: design teams; externally: client, third parties, vendors, constructors, operators)  ● IFC (Issue for Construction): Documents are generated using approved project data for fabrication and construction.  
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Discipline: Fire Protection  
100 Generic model of scope design components with approximate size, material, and location; ● Basic Routing ● The routing of the line has achieved a status which includes generic layout of “fire system”.  A fire protection plan has been defined by the project to be associated with model design components as graphic or non-graphic information. Existing conditions have been quantified and graphically represented. 
200 Graphically modeled as design-specified size, material, spacing, location, routing, and slope: ● Fire System Specs Loaded ● Project-specific piping specifications have been loaded into the model authoring tool. ● Routing ● The routing of the line has achieved a status which includes: Pipe, Elbows, Tees, Reducers, and Flanges. Note: Routing shall have space allowed for placing Valves, Instruments, Engineered Items, and piping required for Control Sets and Expansion loops. Consider Nozzle orientation, ladders, and platforming. ● Valves  ● Type, Size, Location ● Wet & dry system piping, pre-action system piping and foam system piping ● Fire system supports with locations graphically modeled  ● Space allocated for in-line electrical and instrument piping items ● Vents and drains included  A design-specified fire protection plan has been defined by the project to be associated with required graphic or non-graphic information associated with maturity level of model design components include: ● Approved Fire system support standards ● Confirmed tie-in locations, tie-in Routing (to existing fire system) – Battery Limits/Brownfield ● Confirmed line identification with line class spec ● Design-specified in-line equipment data  ● Preliminary in-line instrument and electrical data ● Preliminary fire system supports ● Confirmed cable tray size and routing ● Confirmed equipment layout ● Confirmed process piping (i.e. piping discipline) ● Confirmed equipment drawings ● AHJ approval for type of system and design intent 
300 Graphically modeled as confirmed size, material, spacing, location, routing, and slope: ● Final Routing of all fire protection piping ● Valves ● Valve hand-wheel and actuator orientation  ● Instruments ● Fire system supports ● Space allocated for in-line electrical and instrument piping items 
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● Vents and drains included  A confirmed fire protection plan has been defined by the project to be associated with required graphic or non-graphic information associated with level of maturity of model design components include: ● Design-specified actuator size for control and shut-down valves ● Confirmed in-line equipment data  ● Design-specified in-line instrument electrical and instrument piping items ● Confirmed hydraulic calculations for fire protection ● Approved process piping (i.e. piping discipline) ● Approved equipment layout  ● Approved equipment drawings 
350 Graphically modeled as approved size, material, spacing, location, routing, and slope with design-specified in-line components, connections, and fire system supports.  An approved fire protection plan has been defined by the project to be associated with Required graphic or non-graphic information associated with model design components include: ● Approved valve vendor data (manual, control, shutdown, and pressure relief valve) ● Approved in-line equipment data. ● Confirmed in-line electrical and instrument piping items ● Approved process piping drawings ● Approved structural drawings ● Approved P&IDs ● Approved hydraulic calculations for fire protection ● Final clash detection ● Final code compliance review ● Final design approval from AHJ 
400 Graphically modeled as IFC size, material, spacing, location, routing, and slope with design-specified in-line components, connections, and fire system supports.  An IFC fire protection plan has been defined by the project to be associated with required graphic or non-graphic information associated with model design components include: ● Approved in-line electrical and instrument piping items ● Approved fire system supports  ● Any comments from AHJ approval  
500 As-built: as-built conditions are graphically represented in the model 
600 FM-enabled: as-built models are supplied with Facility Management information such as operation manuals, preventive maintenance documents, and sensory data as outlined by project scope 
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Note 
 Based on an execution plan, some of these MMI steps may be skipped 
Glossary (with order of precedence in model maturity levels) 
● Design component: 3D model representation of a physical asset. ● Generic: Design component required to define the model of scope.   ● Preliminary: Initial project data is available but has not yet been reviewed or coordinated internally and externally. For example, project data could be informal data from previous projects, budgetary information from vendors or go-by ● Design-specified: Data taken from project specifications. For example, the pipe size is calculated based on project flow rates; materials have been selected based on process conditions; and equipment sizing based on project specifications. For example, cut sheets are submitted with budgetary or Purchase Order (PO) level quotations.  ● Confirmed: Project data has been reviewed and accepted by all required parties internally per project requirements and includes routine feedback from clients/third-parties. For example, designer has coordinated the design with other required disciplines. Note: Vendor data does not have “confirmed” status.  ● Approved: Project data has been reviewed and accepted by all required parties internally and externally per project requirements (internally: design teams; externally: client, third parties, vendors, constructors, operators)  ● IFC (Issue for Construction): Documents are generated using approved project data for fabrication and construction.  
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Discipline: Process and Instrumentation Diagrams (P&IDs)  
100 Generic process information which may include the following preliminary data:  Simulation  Process Flow Diagrams (PFDs)  Heat & Material Balances  Design Basis 
200 Piping and Instrument Diagrams (P&IDs) are considered design-specified and should include the following design-specified information:  Material Selection Criteria  Process Flow Diagrams (PFDs)  Equipment Sizing, Names, and Tag Numbers   Equipment List  Instrument Sizing and Tag Numbers  Utility Balances  Piping and Insulation Specifications  Line numbers (temperature, pressure, and consistency)  Valve Type and Sizing  Control Scheme (Control Philosophies)  HAZOP  Relief Information (Safety Relief Valve Sizing, Flare & Relief System Sizing, etc.)  Area Classification Designations  Process Safety Management (PSM)  
300 Piping and Instrument Diagrams (P&IDs) should include the following confirmed information:  Equipment Information  Electrical (e.g. motor controls, motor type, heat tracing)  Instrumentation  Line specifications (including pipe and insulation)  Utilities  Process Controls   Relief System Design   HAZOP  Piping 
350 Piping and Instrument Diagrams (P&IDs) should include the following approved information:  Equipment Information  Electrical (e.g. motor controls, motor type, heat tracing)  Instrumentation  Line specifications (including pipe and insulation)  Utilities  Process Controls   Relief System Design   HAZOP  Piping 
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400 Piping and Instrument Diagrams (P&IDs) are considered IFC as all prerequisites from modeling input have been reviewed and incorporated P&IDs should include the following IFC information:  Equipment information  Electrical (e.g. motor controls, motor type, heat tracing)  Instrumentation  Piping  Utilities  Process Controls  Line Size & Specifications (including pipe and insulation) 
500 As Built Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams (P&IDs) should incorporate redlines from construction activities and OSHA regulations. P&IDs should include the following as-built information:  Equipment information  Electrical (e.g. motor controls, motor type, heat tracing)  Process  Instrumentation  Piping  Utilities  Controls   
600 FM-enabled: as-built models are supplied with Facility Management information such as operation manuals, preventive maintenance documents, and sensory data as outlined by project scope 
Note 
 Based on an execution plan, some of these MMI steps may be skipped 
Glossary (with order of precedence in model maturity levels) 
● Design component: 3D model representation of a physical asset. ● Generic: Design component required to define the model of scope.   ● Preliminary: Initial project data is available but has not yet been reviewed or coordinated internally and externally. For example, project data could be informal data from previous projects, budgetary information from vendors or go-by ● Design-specified: Data taken from project specifications. For example, the pipe size is calculated based on project flow rates; materials have been selected based on process conditions; and equipment sizing based on project specifications. For example, cut sheets are submitted with budgetary or Purchase Order (PO) level quotations.  ● Confirmed: Project data has been reviewed and accepted by all required parties internally per project requirements and includes routine feedback from clients/third-parties. For example, designer has coordinated the design with other required disciplines. Note: Vendor data does not have “confirmed” status.  ● Approved: Project data has been reviewed and accepted by all required parties internally and externally per project requirements (internally: design teams; externally: client, third parties, vendors, constructors, operators)  ● IFC (Issue for Construction): Documents are generated using approved project data for fabrication and construction. 
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APPENDIX B: M-MRI TOOLKIT GUIDELINE 
  B.1 HOW TO IMPLEMENT THE M-MRI TOOLKIT? 
To facilitate the immediate adoption of the Model Maturity Risk Index (M-MRI) Toolkit, 
it was decided to use Microsoft Excel with Macros enabled, as platform to create the Model MRI 
Toolkit. All the research participants had access to Excel and the platform met their respective 
company's security and accessibility requirements.  The first step to deploy the Model MRI Toolkit 
is to define the interaction between the users and the toolkit. The M-MRI Toolkit analyzes the 
engineering models at the discipline or location level. This means that even though there are 
modeling relationships between different disciplines, each discipline and location is evaluated 
separately. Therefore, each discipline or location has its own MMI level and list of questions to be 
addressed to achieve a higher MMI. Each discipline lead is responsible for uploading their 
discipline into the toolkit. The following two strategies can be used to upload and share the data 
among project stakeholders. The first strategy is to follow a multiuser approach, when using such 
approach, the file CII_RT332_M-MRIToolkit.xlsm should copied into a shared folder. This will 
allow multiple users to collaborate in the same file. If such approach is implemented it is important 
to have clear version control rules to avoid any loss of data. Cloud file exchanging services such 
as Drop Box, Box, Google Drive, or One Drive could be used to solve any version control problems 
that the users could have. If only one person is going to be in charge of using the M-MRI Toolkit, 
then a local copy of the CII_RT332_M-MRIToolkit.xlsm should be created. Clearly, this second 
approach requires less coordination among the stakeholders, especially in firms with no cloud 
exchanging services. The disadvantage is that the local copy approach would eliminate all the 
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intercommunication across disciplines and decrease the ownership that project leads would have 
over the elements that require a higher level of effort to achieve a higher MMI Level. 
 
B.2 SETTING-UP A NEW PROJECT 
Once the users open a new project, they will be directly located in the “Master” tab. The 
Master tab will help the users to declare their project specific requirements. The first action in the 
master tab, is to declare the name of the project and the responsible for reviewing the data. For 
version control purposes, it is necessary to insert the date and model review in which the toolkit 
was used. Refer to Fig. 20 to review the specific details that should be added to the toolkit. When 
working with multiple disciplines leads, it will be necessary to clearly outline the responsibilities 
and scope of work per discipline and project phase on the ModelXP Addendum. This will set the 
expectations for each of the project stakeholders and streamline the cross-discipline 
communication.   
 
 Figure 20. M-MRI initial data  
After declaring the project’s general information, the next step in the Master tab is to 
declare the disciplines and locations that are going to be evaluated during the specific model review 
meeting. To avoid any confusion between different disciplines, the toolkit has enough flexibility 
for users to activate the disciplines that are relevant per model review meeting and hide rest of the 
disciplines. Therefore, the users should coordinate and activate the disciplines that are applicable 
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for that specific model review. This can be done by selecting the applicable disciplines from the 
dropdown located on the disciplines column. As shown in Fig. 21.   
 Figure 21. Selection of disciplines to be evaluated  This toolkit recognizes that large scale, complex engineering models need to be broken 
down into smaller locations and work packages to be evaluated. This requires an alignment 
between the location breakdown structure and the work breakdown structure. Both structures are 
needed to create the right level of granularity to deploy the Model MRI Toolkit. This is important 
because even though the M-MRI Toolkit evaluates the engineering model at the discipline level; 
the design components within the same discipline have different requirements. Some of these 
design components may follow very different modeling processes. The user needs to be able to 
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identify the modeling processes associated to each of the design components and breakdown the 
model accordingly. Piping could be used as an example of these multiple modeling processes, 
depending on the design components. In piping, the large-bore design components follow a 
different modeling process and have a different lead time when compared to the small-bore design 
components. The user should be capable to identify these cases and breakdown the model to create 
separate groups for each of these design components. This will be an essential part of the modeling 
assessment. When the proper level of granularity, to evaluate the engineering models is created, 
the analysis will provide a metric for engineering teams to understand the state-of-progress of the 
models. This metric is critical to take accurate, well informed project controls decisions. It is highly 
recommended, to closely coordinate the model breakdown process and locations naming 
convention with the project controls team. The coordination between the project controls and 
engineering teams, will maximize the benefits of the Model MRI Toolkit. The M-MRI Toolkit is 
flexible enough to accept any name and number of locations, depending on the level of granularity 
at which the analysis will be conducted. Fig. 22 shows an example of the locations that were used 
during the internal beta test.  All locations should be inserted in the same column but in the row 
below, by order of precedence. The units of measure are discipline specific and they were derived 
from previous CII research projects conducted on engineering productivity. Through these 
previous CII research projects it has been demonstrated that the selected units of measure that 
appear on the Model MRI Toolkit, have the highest direct correlation between the number of 
engineering spent and the number of design components modeled.  
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 Figure 22. Interface to declare locations  
After declaring the project’s specific details, the disciplines to be evaluated, and breaking 
down the locations; the user will need to select the applicability of each of the elements to be 
evaluated per discipline. To outline this process, piping will be used as an example. Once the user 
selects the disciplines that will be evaluated it will be necessary to click on the bottom left icon 
with the black and white arrow to create the spreadsheets to evaluate the applicability of the MMI 
Definitions per discipline. Figure 23 shows the icon that should be clicked to create the 
applicability spreadsheets.  
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Figure 23. Icon to create applicability spreadsheets 
 
After clicking on the applicability icon, the user will notice that a new spreadsheet called 
“AppPip” appears at the bottom. This means that the spreadsheet to select the applicability of each 
of the elements has been unhidden. Now, the user will be capable to move into “AppPip” and 
evaluate the applicability of each of the elements. If the user notices, that one or more of the 
elements are not applicable to the specific project being evaluated, then the “Not Applicable” 
option should be selected. When the user selects “Not Applicable”, those specific elements will be 
hidden during the rest of the evaluation. This helps to avoid any duplication of information and 
accelerates the evaluation by hiding elements that are not relevant to the project. After selecting 
the applicability on a discipline basis, the user should go ahead and select “create” to continue with 
the process. In this example, once the user clicks “create” the specific piping spreadsheet in which 
the questions will be evaluated depending on the maturity of the model will be created. Fig. 24. 
represents the “AppPip” spreadsheet that the user should fill.
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Figure 24. “AppPip” spreadsheet 
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B.3 EVALUATING THE DISCIPLINES 
After creating the disciplines that will be evaluated, each evaluation should be conducted 
under a discipline and location specific approach. Meaning that even if the design components 
have interdisciplinary relations each of the design components should be evaluated at the discipline 
level or location level. The decision of evaluating the engineering models at the discipline or 
location level, will only depend on the level of granularity needed by the user and stakeholders. 
The dependency matrix created by the research team, addresses the interdisciplinary relations and 
it will be clarified in the following sections. To provide a very visual tool for the user, the elements 
that should be addressed to gain modeling progress are automatically highlighted. Fig. 25 shows 
the Piping questionnaire, the rows with the red markers are the elements that require more 
modeling effort to gain a higher MMI. The yellow hyphen represents the elements that were 
previously declared as “Not Applicable”. These elements will not be taken into account to perform 
the MMI Level calculations.  The locations that were previously declared at the beginning of the 
M-MRI Toolkit also appear at the top. For project control purposes, this gives the user the ability 
to treat each of the locations individually. The MMI Level will be analyzed under the breakdown 
structure previously created. When interacting with other project stakeholders, the users should be 
clear about the level of granularity that they are using to report modeling progress. If the users 
report the MMI at the location level, they should clearly mention the specific discipline and 
location that they are reporting. If the users are reporting at the discipline level, only the specific 
discipline and MMI Level will be reported.  MMIs can only be reported at the discipline level or 
at the location level, there is no such thing as MMI of the Model. 
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Figure 25. Typical M-MRI piping example 
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B.4 ASSESSING THE M-MRI RESULTS 
After all the questions that are applicable to the specific discipline were answered, the user 
will automatically receive an “MMI Level” and a “Readiness to next MMI Level” as shown in Fig. 
26 the MMI Level allows the user to understand the state-of-progress of the engineering models. 
The higher the MMI Level, the higher the engineering progress achieved in the model. This is 
powerful information because it allows other project stakeholders to understand the quality of the 
information that is in the model, with a very transparent metric. The “Readiness to next MMI 
Level” provides a metric to understand the amount of modeling work that is left to achieve a higher 
MMI Level. If companies have data to back-up that certain elements have a higher importance in 
the model, Readiness to next MMI level can be transformed into a weighted metric. Different 
elements will have different weights. Therefore, these elements with a bigger importance will 
impact differently the Readiness to next MMI level metric. Companies can declare the different 
weights per question through the ModelXP Addendum. Please keep in mind that the sum of the 
weights shall be equal to a 100%. 
 
Figure 26. Typical M-MRI piping example 
B.5 ANALYZING THE INTERDISCIPLINARY RELATIONS 
As mentioned before the user is capable to set up interdisciplinary dependencies and 
analyze these relationships as the model progresses via the relationship matrix. The most 
interesting factor about the relationship matrix is that it provides enough flexibility for users to 
modify the interdisciplinary relations based on the project’s specifics needs. The pre-established 
relationships are the most common modeling relations found in projects. Teams should only 
attempt to modify the relationships on the dependency matrix until they completely understand the 
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Model MRI Toolkit and the consequences of modifying such relationships. Such adoptability and 
adaptability in the dependency matrix was key to be aligned with Model MRI Toolkit objectives. 
As shown in Fig. 27 the relations should be declared in the Dependency Matrix spreadsheet. For 
clarification purposes, the legends to understand the color-coded system used in the matrix are 
provided within the same spreadsheet. In the dependency matrix, the horizontal disciplines precede 
the vertical disciplines.  If we take P&ID as an example, we can see that P&ID200 precedes, 
Piping100, Equipment100, Layout100, etc.  
Figure 27. Dependency matrix 
B.6 DEPENDENCY MATRIX AND M-MRI TOOLKIT 
The interdisciplinary relationships declared in the dependency matrix, will help the project 
stakeholders to understand if there is any interdisciplinary direct modeling relation. The same 
visual approach used in the MMI Level assessment, was used in the dependency analysis to guide 
the user. When the analysis is conducted, those disciplines that require a higher engineering 
modeling effort and have a direct modeling relation, will automatically have a red marker next to 
them. The yellow marker signifies that there is no direct relation between those two disciplines 
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and the green marker signifies that both disciplines are at the correct level of engineering progress. 
Fig. 28 shows the interface that the user will access to conduct such analysis. 
Figure 28. Interdisciplinary color-coded markers
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APPENDIX C: MODELXP ADDENDUM 
 
C.1 PURPOSE 
To successfully implement a model-based engineering process on a project, the project 
team has developed this Model Execution Plan (ModelXP) Addendum. The ModelXP defines the 
following: 
1. 3D model content  
 The maturity of the content is defined based on a set of Model Maturity Index or 
MMI definitions per model discipline and per Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) 
location. 
2. 3D model design review requirements and responsibilities 
 At each design review stage, the maturity of each model discipline and associated 
design responsibilities are established based on the MMI definitions and the inter-
disciplinary relationships in the model-based engineering process. 
3. 3D model design review work process 
 Risk in completeness of the model-derived deliverables is measured using Model 
Maturity Risk Index (Model MRI) toolkit, both within the discipline and across 
disciplines.  
4. 3D model design review documentation 
 By selecting the most appropriate units of measurement, progress can be tracked 
per engineering model discipline and across project Work Breakdown Structure 
(WBS) locations. 
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5. Define metrics and procedures for productivity measurement 
 The metrics for tracking productivity will be aligned with the progress milestones 
defined by the MMI Definitions. As such, productivity can be tracked per model 
discipline and between MMI levels. It is also possible to track productivity per model 
discipline and per WBS location. 
6. Define model deliverables (end products) and their application 
 Each of the model deliverables should be clearly defined and its primary project 
stakeholder assigned. This will help engineering teams to set expectations and create 
ownership among project stakeholders. 
This guideline defines the methodology to be used to acquire the client’s approval of the 
3D model design at [any number of specified model reviews] stages leading to design completion. 
It allows the client and the engineering team to adopt and adapt a standard procedure for tracking 
model-based engineering process and reviewing model-derived deliverables to guarantee the 
integrity of the facility design with respect to safety, technical correctness, constructability, 
operability, and maintainability. 
 
C.2 SCOPE 
The 3D model content described in this ModelXP follows CII RT332 standard MMI 
definitions per model discipline, however it has can be adapted based on the client and the project-
specific requirements. Both formal and informal design reviews of the project 3D model are 
planned at various stages of design completion (see section: Maturity per Model Review). These 
stages are linked to the project schedule aligned to the supply of engineering information from all 
engineering disciplines (piping, equipment, layout, structural, etc.)  
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This guideline establishes the requirements per MMI level per modeling discipline and for 
all model reviews– both internal and external– to help project teams and the client quantify risk 
with respect the state of the deliverables at each model review stage. By establishing and 
incorporating units of measurement, the ModelXP Addendum establishes a procedure to 
benchmark historical performance. It also tracks progress and productivity of model-based 
engineering work per model discipline and across all applicable MMI levels. 
 
C.3 INTEGRATION WITH PROJECT EXECUTION PLAN (PEP) 
Discuss how the ModelXP will make reference to information contained in the Project 
Execution Plan (PEP). Several key sections include: (a) defining basic project reference 
information and determine project milestones; (b) Including milestones, pre-design activities, 
major design reviews, stakeholder reviews, and any other major events which occur during the 
engineering phase that are applicable to model and any deliverables derived from it; and (c) 
providing a list of the lead contacts for each company or engineering team on the project. 
 
C.4 MODEL WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE 
Describe the disciplines included in the model and establish their application across Work 
Breakdown Structure locations. Refer to table 7.  
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Table 7. Model work breakdown structure example 
 
C.5 UNITS OF MEASURE  
Select the units of measure applicable to each modeling discipline. To evaluate the MMI 
Level per modeling discipline, the assumption is that each location will have a linear impact equal 
to the ratio between the specific number of design components in the location under evaluation 
and the overall number of design components, across locations. Use the table below to establish 
impact factors for each WBS location based on their design complexity 
ܦ݁ݏ݅݃݊ ݅݉݌ܽܿݐ ݂ܽܿݐ݋ݎ ௟௢௖௔௧௜௢௡ ௜ =   ௟௢௖௔௧௜௢௡ ௙௔௖௧௢௥೔× ௐ஻ௌ ௅௢௖௔௧௜௢௡ ௤௨௔௡௧௜௧௬೔∑ ௟௢௖௔௧௜௢௡ ௙௔௖௧௢௥ೖ× ௐ஻ௌ ௅௢௖௔௧௜௢௡ ௤௨௔௡௧௜௧௬ೖೖ ). Unless otherwise 
stated in the table below, each WBS location impact factor is equal to 1. Use the table below to 
indicate if impact is greater or less than 1. Refer to table 8 for a template to declare the units of 
measure and the location impact.  
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Table 8. Units of measure template  
 
Example: Imagine your project has 3 locations and progress is measured for piping. The 
quantity of work per WBS locations is 200, 300, and 300 L.F. of pipe and their location impact 
factors are 1, 1, and 1.2 respectively. At the second model review, the WBS locations have earned 
MMIs equal to 300, 300, and 350. Progress on piping-related engineering work will be reported 
as follows: 
 
ܧܽݎ݊݁݀ ܲݎ݋݃ݎ݁ݏݏ௣௜௣௜௡௚ = ൬ 1×200 + 1×3001×200 + 1×300 + 1.2×300൰ ሼܯܯܫ300ሽ + ൬
1.2×300
1×200 + 1×300 + 1.2×300൰ ሼܯܯܫ350ሽ 
= 58%ሼܯܯܫ300ሽ + 42%ሼܯܯܫ350ሽ 
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C.6 MODEL MATURITY INDEX (MMI) DEFINITIONS  
In this section project stakeholders outline applicability of all MMI definitions for their specific project, per model 
discipline and per WBS location.  Refer to table 9 for a discipline example.   
Table 9. Piping applicability example 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When a given MMI question is applicable to a Discipline, place “X” in front of that question. 
 Piping (Mark applicability of each criteria per Discipline) Applicability Layout Schematic Layout of general model elements is created with approximate size, material, and location  Design performance parameters, as defined by the project, are associated with model elements as graphic or non-graphic information  Existing conditions have been quantified and graphically represented  Space allocated for in-line electrical and instrument piping items is ____________  Routing The routing of the line has achieved a status which ______________  Routing has space allowed for placing valves, instruments, engineered items and piping required for control sets and expansion loops  Nozzle orientation, ladders, and platforming are considered  
  Tie-in routing to existing pipe (e.g. battery limits/ brownfield) is graphically modeled with size, material, spacing, location, routing, and slope of pipe which are all ______________  Specifications Project-specific piping specifications are ______________  Valves Valves are graphically modeled with type, size, orientation, and location which are all ______________  Instruments Instruments are graphically modeled with size, material, spacing, location, routing, and slope of pipe which are all ______________  Pipe Supports Engineering pipe supports are graphically modeled with location which is ______________  
Standard pipe supports are graphically modeled with location which is ______________  Vents and Drains Vents and drains are graphically modeled with size, material, spacing, location, routing, and slope of pipe which are all ______________  Generic Items Required graphic or non-graphic information associated with maturity level of model elements include:  Pipe support standards which are _______________  Line identification with line class specification which is _______________  Manual valves which are _______________  In-line equipment data (non E&I items, such as meters, filters, strainers, mixers) which is ____________  In-line instrument and electrical data which are _______________  
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C.7 INTERDISCIPLINARY RELATIONS 
Use the following Matrix to provide predecessor and successor relationships between various model disciplines. These 
relationships will be used to assess MMI levels, refer to Fig. 29. 
 Figure 29. Dependency matrix example
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C.8 MATURITY PER MODEL REVIEW 
In this section, the user outlines the expected requirements per MMI level and per 
model discipline and the expected MMI levels for each model review stage. Refer to table 
10 for the template that should be used to declare the expected MMI Levels per model 
review.  
Table 10. Modeling expectations example per model review 
 
C.9 USE OF M-MRI TOOLKIT  
In this section, the framework to use the toolkit in model reviews is discussed. Also, a clear 
description about how to report the MMI Level and the modeling responsibilities between model 
review sessions is also defined. Given the of responses per WBS location per model discipline, the 
toolkit automatically provides the current MMI level. It also provides a metrics entitled Readiness 
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to next MMI Level, which represents the level of readiness at the specific WBS location to get to 
the next MMI level per model discipline. The assessment of the MMI levels is based on both 
questions relevant to the specific model discipline of interest and the disciplines that have a direct 
modeling relationship. At each step, the risk to the next level is also highlighted using a set of 
color-coded signs that are shown on the column right next to the questionnaire responses. 
 
C.10 DEFINE MODELING RESPONSIBILITES 
To help the users to track modeling progress, the following table should be filled with the 
name of the person responsible for tracking modeling progress via the M-MRI Toolkit. These 
responsibilities can be declared at the discipline or location level, depending on the level of 
coordination needed. The responsible person must double check that the design components 
comply with the information specified in the M-MRI Toolkit. If there is any ambiguity in the data 
used to create the model or the quality of the design components, the responsible person for each 
of the locations or disciplines should review the information to avoid any confusion. Refer to table 
11 for template to define modeling responsibilities. 
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Table 11. Modeling responsibilities template 
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C.11 TRACKING PROGRESS 
Based on the expected MMIs and project milestones, users can track modeling progress 
per location per discipline. This progress tracking approach will provide transparency for project 
stakeholders to have a clear understanding of the modeling tasks to be completed at each 
engineering phase. Refer to table 12 for template to track modeling progress per discipline. 
Table 12. Template for tracking modeling progress 
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APPENDIX D: MODELXP ADDENDUM GUIDELINE 
 
D.1 INTRODUCTION  
The Model Execution Plan (ModelXP) Addendum Guideline was created to help the user 
to deploy the concepts developed by as part of this research. The ModelXP Addendum and the M-
MRI Toolkit complement each other. For the correct implementation of these concepts the users 
must align the modeling requirements of the ModelXP with the M-MRI Toolkit and vice versa. If 
firms are capable to align these two complementary tools, the communication process across 
disciplines and firms will be streamlined. Decreasing the great amount of resources that are 
currently allocated to understand everyone’s information. 
This research team understands that different firms have different processes and therefore, 
different Model Execution Plans (ModelXPs) and Project Execution Plans (PEPs). The major goal 
of the ModelXP Addendum is to use the current best modeling practices to increase the impact of 
the concepts developed. The ModelXP Addendum adapts itself to existing plans by providing just 
a framework that can be added to the current plans. This is an easy-to-adapt framework and its 
major goal from the very beginning was not to impose any extra effort over engineering teams. 
For big engineering firms and owners, the ModelXP Addendum should be a tool capable to bring 
the same language to all their projects and all the project stakeholders. For smaller firms and 
owners, the ModelXP represents a tool capable to standardize their processes.  The following two 
scenarios will be used as examples to fill a ModelXP Addendum. Each of the scenarios is broken 
down into two sections. First this document describes the locations being analyzed. After, the 
guideline outlines the modeling work to be completed at each location. 
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D.2 PROJECT OVERVIEW 
 
D.2.1 Description of Location One: Exchanger 
Imagine we are involved in design of a new offshore platform. Our design team is adding 
a compressor module and two water injection pumps, and we are about six months into the Detailed 
Design (DD) phase. The following provides an overview on the status of piping, equipment, and 
layout design as it applies to the exchanger in the picture below. Our task is to define MMIs for 
piping, equipment, and layout as it applies to this exchanger and its associated piping, refer to Fig. 
30. 
 
 
 
. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 30. Piping, equipment, and layout design as it applies to the exchanger are in these snapshots   
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D.2.2 Modeling Scope of Location One: Exchanger 
Layout: equipment layouts are approved for design.  Equipment locations reflect the latest 
vendor data outlined in the equipment section below.  Piping has been laid out in accordance with 
the piping section below.  A second project model review was recently held to examine preliminary 
safety equipment locations and confirm egress paths.  
 Equipment: The exchanger is being sized and designed by the vendor.  The latest 
exchanger vendor drawings were recently returned approved for fabrication, along with minor 
comments about the exchanger supports.  The equipment supports have been located based on 
vendor drawings, but structural has not confirmed the support locations.   
  Piping: P&IDs are approved for design.  Piping engineering has performed preliminary 
stress analysis on the process lines to/from the exchanger and provided suggestions to piping 
design for support types and locations.  Standard support details are available, but basic supports 
(shoes/U-bolts) are not in the model.  Piping in the model is consistent with what is specified on 
the P&ID.  Valve actuator positions have been reviewed and approved for operability and 
accessibility.  High point vents have not been identified.  Instrumentation reflects the sizes and 
configurations shown on the P&ID.  Valves are based on standard catalog information with ASME 
dimensional information. 
 
D.2.3 Description of Location Two: Contactor 
Imagine we are involved in design of a new offshore platform. Our design team is adding 
a compressor module and two water injection pumps, and we are about 2 months into the Detailed 
Design (DD) phase. The following provides an overview on the status of piping, equipment, and 
layout design as it applies to the glycol contactor in the pictures below. Our task is to define MMIs 
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for piping, equipment, and layout as it applies to compressor and its associated piping, refer to Fig. 
31. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 31. Piping, equipment, and layout design as it applies to the contactor are shown in these snapshots.  
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D.2.4 Modeling Scope of Location Two: Contactor 
Layout: Equipment layouts are approved for design.  Equipment locations reflect the latest 
vendor data outlined in the equipment section below.  Piping has been laid out in accordance with 
the piping section below.  The first project model review meeting was recently held.  
 Equipment: The compressor is being sized and designed by the vendor.  The purchase 
order was placed 2 months ago and the first round of vendor drawings has not been received.  The 
vendor provided sizing information with their bid documents.  The preferred nozzle locations were 
provided in a sketch to the vendor as part of the purchase order.  The compressor has three 24” 
manways and a total of 15 nozzles.  
Piping: P&IDs are approved for design.  Piping specifications are approved and loaded in 
the model.  While awaiting the first round of vendor compressor drawings, pipe routing is per the 
P&IDs and the preferred nozzle locations provided in the PO.  Piping engineering has not reviewed 
the piping arrangement.  Valves and instrumentation reflect P&ID requirements, but no reviews 
of actuator position or general operability and accessibility have been conducted.  
 
D.2.5 Integration with Project Execution Plan (PEP) 
Discuss how the ModelXP will refer to information contained in the Project Execution Plan 
(PEP). Several key sections include: (a) defining basic project reference information and 
determined project milestones; (b) Including milestones, pre-design activities, major design 
reviews, stakeholder reviews, and any other major events which occur during the engineering 
phase that are applicable to model and any deliverables derived from it; and (c) providing a list of 
the lead contacts for each company or engineering team on the project 
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D.3 MODEL WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE 
For tracking progress purposes, the model was broken down into two main locations 
(exchanger and contactor). The disciplines to be analyzed in both locations are Piping, Equipment, 
and Layout. The table below provides a visual to communicate the previous statement to the user. 
The creation of the Model Breakdown Structure should be directly coordinated with the project 
controls team. The project controls team should breakdown the model to the correct level of 
granularity needed to track engineering progress and productivity. Refer to table 13 for example 
created from scenarios.  
 
Table 13. Example created from scenarios 
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D.4 UNITS OF MEASUREMENT  
The list with the most meaningful units of measurement per modeling discipline have 
already been provided to the user. Users should select which of these units are the most meaningful 
to track modeling progress and productivity in their specific project. P&IDs was the only discipline 
considered to be unit less. P&ID should only be tracked to verify the quality of the information 
used to create the model and to verify that this information meets the project's requirements per 
model review or engineering phase. In this case, the user selected that L.F of pipe were the units 
to track piping progress, the equipment was going to be tracked per tag and the layout per Sq. Ft. 
Within the same table the user will be capable to select the WBS Location Impact Factor, 
this impact factor was created as way to reflect the locations require more modeling work or have 
a higher importance to the project. In this example, we can see that the piping and equipment 
modeling disciplines in the exchanger have a higher importance in the engineering process. This 
weighting process factors will be used to reflect modeling progress. Refer to table 14 for example 
created from scenarios.  
Table 14. Example created from scenarios 
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D.5 MODEL MATURITY INDEX (MMI) DEFINITIONS 
The following table helps the users to define if all the elements of the MMI Definitions are 
applicable to the specific project being analyzed. It is important to select the applicability of the 
MMI elements to provide enough flexibility to the users to adapt the proposed framework to their 
project’s specific needs. At the same time, this applicability questionnaire streamlines the Model 
MRI assessment by eliminating the elements that are not meaningful to the project. This makes 
the modeling assessment easier and faster.  For this project, the first and third element were not 
meaningful to track, that is why those specific rows have been unchecked. Refer to table 15 for 
example created from scenarios 
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Table 15. Example created from scenarios 
Piping (Mark applicability of each criteria per Discipline) Applicability Layout Schematic Layout of general model elements is created with approximate size, material, and location  Design performance parameters, as defined by the project, are associated with model elements as graphic or non-graphic information X Existing conditions have been quantified and graphically represented  
Space allocated for in-line electrical and instrument piping items is ____________ X Routing The routing of the line has achieved a status which ______________ X 
Routing has space allowed for placing valves, instruments, engineered items and piping required for control sets and expansion loops X Nozzle orientation, ladders, and platforming are considered X 
  Tie-in routing to existing pipe (e.g. battery limits/ brownfield) is graphically modeled with size, material, spacing, location, routing, and slope of pipe which are all ______________ X Specifications Project-specific piping specifications are ______________ X Valves Valves are graphically modeled with type, size, orientation, and location which are all ______________ X 
Instruments Instruments are graphically modeled with size, material, spacing, location, routing, and slope of pipe which are all ______________ X 
Pipe Supports Engineering pipe supports are graphically modeled with location which is ______________ X 
Standard pipe supports are graphically modeled with location which is ______________ X 
Vents and Drains Vents and drains are graphically modeled with size, material, spacing, location, routing, and slope of pipe which are all ______________ X Generic Items Required graphic or non-graphic information associated with maturity level of model elements include: X 
Pipe support standards which are _______________ X Line identification with line class specification which is _______________ X Manual valves which are _______________ X In-line equipment data (non-E&I items, such as meters, filters, strainers, mixers) which is ____________ X In-line instrument and electrical data which are _______________ X 
When a given MMI question is applicable to a Discipline, place “X” in front of that question. 
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D.6 INTERDISCIPLINARY RELATIONS 
 The following matrix helps the users to track the modeling relations between disciplines. Users with enough information to 
understand the interdisciplinary modeling relations per MMI Level will be able to reflect such relations in the matrix below. Once the 
users modify these relations the Model MRI Toolkit will automatically run the proper analysis. In this guideline, none of the pre-
established relations were modified, refer to Fig. 32 for generic dependency matrix example. 
Figure 32. Generic matrix example
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D.7 MATURITY LEVEL PER MODEL REVIEW 
The maturity level per model review table defines the modeling work to be completed per 
model review. This table sets the expectations for project stakeholders to understand the 
information that is presented to them. In this case, the exchanger and contactor expected MMI 
Level per model review were clearly defined. Such approach brings transparency to the modeling 
process and makes it easier to conduct the model review meetings. Through this table the users 
will clearly understand the modeling work to be completed per model review. Refer to table 16 for 
example created from scenarios. 
Table 16. Maturity level per model review 
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D.8 USE OF M-MRI TOOLKIT 
For this project, the Model MRI Toolkit will only be used during the model review 
meetings. This means that the Model MRI Toolkit will be used for external validation between the 
engineering team and the client. If needed, the engineering team could use the Model MRI Toolkit 
prior to the model review to run an internal modeling check. 
 
D.9 DEFINE MODELING RESPONSIBILITIES 
The following table should be filled with the name of the person responsible for tracking 
modeling progress via the M-MRI Toolkit. These responsibilities can be declared at the discipline 
or location level, depending on the level of coordination needed. The responsible person must 
double check that the design components comply with the information specified in the M-MRI 
Toolkit. Refer to table 17 for template to define modeling responsibilities. 
Table 17. Responsible per discipline or location 
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D.10 TRACKING PROGRESS  
In the following table, the Expected MMI was obtained from the Maturity per Model 
Review table. The Actual MMI was obtained as result of the project model review meeting and 
the project team agreed to deliver the project on the specified dates. At the same time, the project 
control team had to monitor the progress to reflect the actual dates at which the project was 
delivered. Refer to table 18 for example created from scenarios. 
Table 18. Template to track progress per discipline or location 
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APPENDIX E: REAL-WORLD PROJECT EXAMPLE 
The application of the concepts on a real-world project was an important milestone in this research 
project. Wood Group and AVEVA were very helpful in this process. Based on the input provided 
by these two companies it was possible to better understand the modeling process and the biggest 
challenges that engineering teams face in model-based engineering. The connection between 
software vendor and engineering firm is important to bridge the existing information gap. 
Engineering models contain a great amount of data that can be used to communicate modeling 
status, reliability of information and quality of the modeled elements. Prior to this research project, 
there was no standardized framework capable to condense and analyze all the information 
embedded in the engineering models. The creation of a standardized framework to assess 
engineering models is also a step forward in automating the existing model-based processes to 
measure engineering progress and productivity.  
 The framework developed was applied in a generic model provided by AVEVA; refer to 
Fig. 33 for a snapshot of the model that was used. The most challenging part to apply the frame 
work created by this research team in a real-world project was the integration between the new 
resources and the existing tools. The new resources are the following: Model Maturity Index 
(MMI) Definitions, Model Maturity Risk Index (Model MRI) Toolkit, and Model Execution Plan 
(ModelXP) Addendum. These three resources needed to be connected to the existing modeling 
practices and software used in the industry.  To achieve such connection a basic status workflow 
that can be applied to any modeled element was created, refer to Fig. 34 for a list of the different 
modeling statuses and its colors. Each MMI level is assigned a different color to give designers an 
immediate visual impact of the status of their models. As the status of the model evolves, the visual 
changes will also update accordingly. Notice within the workflow of the Model Maturity Index 
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levels, once an element has reached a certain level, like MMI500 corresponding to as-built data; it 
cannot be demoted back down to MMI400, as indicated by the red arrows. This ensures consistent 
and correct information across designers and disciplines. 
Figure 33. Generic model used for tests 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 34. Model Maturity Index (MMI) levels and color-coded statuses 
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In this real-world project, the model in Fig. 35 shows the color-coded design components 
based on their MMI Levels. This visual helps project stakeholders to quickly understand the quality 
of the information used to create the design components. It also helps teams to understand the 
state-of-progress of the modeling work and the elements that require a higher level of modeling 
effort to achieve a certain MMI level. This all can be achieved thanks to the clear set of 
standardized, modeling expectations defined per MMI level. Such information is critical especially 
in model review meetings. The participants in the model review meeting will be capable to quickly 
understand the amount of information that has been embedded in the model and the amount of 
engineering work that remains to be executed. Each of these elements must meet all the 
requirements described in the MMI definitions per MMI level. As a facilitator of this process, the 
modeling expectations and responsibilities shall be clearly outlined in the ModelXP Addendum. 
From a project controls point of view the color-coded model helps to track engineering progress 
and to communicate such progress with the client in a standardized manner. At the same time, the 
color-coded model, empowers project control teams by giving them the tools needed to conduct a 
more in-depth and meaningful analysis. This helps teams to access better control information that 
will help them to make better and more informed project management decisions.   
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Figure 35. Real-world color-coded model 
In the real-world pump example provided in Fig. 36, we can see that a dialog box to declare 
the MMI level per design component was activated. This dialog box will help the user to select the 
design components and assign an MMI level to them. This is a very straight forward process in 
which the user needs to be familiar with the framework proposed by this research project. If the 
user updates the MMI level on the pump components from 100 to 200, the status definition and 
their colors will automatically be applied to generate an immediate visual representation of the 
Model Maturity Index (MMI) definitions. The new colors that have been assigned to the equipment 
components that gained modeling progress can be seen in Fig. 37. 
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Figure 36. MMI status dialog box 
 
Figure 37. Pump automatically updated color updated color-coded model 
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While being able to visually see the maturity of the design components through colorization 
of the model, we would also need consistent reports that can be easily retrieved at any time in the 
design lifecycle. This would help project stakeholders that may not have access to the model to 
understand the state-of-progress and assess the 3D elements as well. Following our previous pump 
example, through configurable template based reports, we can interrogate how many equipment 
items are at which index level at any given time. We can pull a percentage and specific number 
count against the total number of equipment items, refer to Fig. 38. Such analysis can be conducted 
at the discipline or work breakdown structure level refer to Fig. 39. Regardless of the software 
vendor that the team is using, they should be able to create this template-based reports to 
automatically extract the information from the model at any given time. The level of granularity 
at which the project will be evaluated shall be coordinated directly with the project controls teams. 
The project controls department will be in charge of assessing the complexity of the model and 
defining the number of locations in which the model should be broken-down. At the same time, 
the project controls team needs to be aware of the modeling processes that the different design 
components normally follow. This is important because the team should be able to lump the design 
components that follow similar processes. By breaking down the model into locations and 
grouping the design components by modeling process, the project controls team will be capable to 
perform a more meaningful analysis. The information that results from applying the proposed 
techniques will trigger clear and well-informed project management decisions.  
 In the long run, the communication process between the Model MRI Toolkit and the 
engineering software will be prone to automation as well. A common language between the Model 
MRI Toolkit and the engineering software needs to be developed. This language will allow the 
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Model MRI Toolkit to extract modeling information such as the status of the design components, 
to perform the MMI level assessment. This means that the Model MRI Toolkit will be able to 
analyze the information embedded in the model and based on this information, an MMI level will 
be assigned to the location or discipline under analysis. Once this analysis is conducted, the 
engineering software needs to should query the MMI level provided by the Model MRI Toolkit to 
automatically colorize the model. 
 
Figure 38. Equipment template-based report 
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Figure 39. Equipment template  
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APPENDIX F: REAL-WORLD SCENARIOS USED DURING CHARRETTES 
 
F.1 CHARRETTE 1 
Model Maturity Indexes (MMIs) Charrette #1: Assessing Accuracy and Completeness of the MMI Definitions for Piping, Equipment, and Layout disciplines   Purpose: The primary purpose of this CII funded research is to establish procedures and define metrics by which project stakeholders can reliably measure progress and productivity in a model-driven engineering process. In pursuit of the team’s primary purpose, our overarching objective is to create and validate a “guideline” that is adoptable and adaptable for measuring progress and productivity in model-driven engineering processes.  As a step towards our objective, we have developed new Model Maturity Index (MMI) definitions that can provide consistent and accurate progress measurements in model-based engineering. This Charrette aims to validate accuracy and completeness of these MMI definitions for Piping, Equipment, and Layout disciplines.  Procedure:  You will be asked to assess modeling progress in three real-world design scenarios using our MMI definitions. The session for each scenario will approximately take 60-85 minutes.  Voluntary Participation:  Your decision to participate in this research is voluntary. You must be 18 years of age or older to consent.   Confidentiality:  Your participation in this research is confidential.   Please contact Dr. Mani Golparvar-Fard with any questions.   
Full Consent Form 
Title of Project: CII RT 332 – Measuring the Progress and Productivity of Model-based Engineering   Dr. Mani Golparvar-Fard, Assistant Professor University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, 3129D, NCEL, 205 N. Mathews Ave., Urbana, IL  61801 (217) 417-9552 | mgolpar@illinois.edu  Dr. Jesus M. de la Garza, Vecellio Professor Virginia Tech, Department of Civil Engineering, 200 Patton Hall, Blacksburg, VA  24061-0105, (540) 231-5789 | chema@vt.edu  Dr. Martin Fischer, Professor Stanford University, Center for Integrated Facility Eng., Department of Civil and Env. Engineering, 473 Via Ortega, Room 292, MC:4020, Stanford, CA  94305 (650) 725-4649 | fischer@stanford.edu  1. Purpose of the Study: The primary purpose of this CII funded research is to establish procedures and define metrics by which project stakeholders can reliably measure progress and productivity in a model-driven engineering process. In pursuit of the team’s primary purpose, our overarching objective is to create and validate a “guideline” that is adoptable and adaptable for measuring progress and productivity in model-driven engineering processes. As a step towards our objective, we have developed new Model Maturity Index (MMI) definitions that can provide consistent and accurate progress measurements in model-based engineering. This Charrette aims to validate accuracy and completeness of these MMI definitions for Piping, Equipment, and Layout disciplines. 
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 2. Procedures to be followed: You will be asked to assess modeling progress in three real-world design scenarios using our MMI definitions. Please use your best engineering judgement to assess MMIs for each discipline. A brief list of questions will be provided at the end to seek your insight and feedback on the scenarios and also the “accuracy” and “completeness” of our MMI definitions.   3. Benefits: The participants will have an opportunity to gain more knowledge related to how progress and productivity can be benchmarked and improved in model-based engineering processes, and also contribute their knowledge of current leading practice.    4. Duration/Time: The session for each scenario will approximately take 60-85 minutes.   5. Statement of Confidentiality: Your participation in this research is confidential, in alignment with the standards and procedures for all CII research projects.  The only information we will have will be based upon the demographic information you provide.  The data will be stored and secured through the software website residing at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. In the event of a publication or presentation resulting from the research, no personally identifiable information will be shared.  Any questions that relate to practices or software that may be proprietary would be at a generic level and would only indicate use of a tool for a particular purpose, not the means which enable its use. No specific companies or suppliers will be recommended; no trade secrets will be considered or shared in the scope of this research.  The overall research projects resulting from the project will be made publicly available through the Construction Industry Institute.   6. Right to Ask Questions: Should you have questions about this research, contact Dr. Mani Golparvar-Fard at (217) 300-5226. You can also call this number if you have complaints or concerns about this research.     7. Voluntary Participation: Your decision to participate in this research is voluntary.  You can stop at any time.  You do not have to answer any questions you do not want to answer.  Refusal to take part in or withdrawing from this study will involve no penalty or loss of benefits you would receive otherwise.    You must be 18 years of age or older to consent to take part in this research study.  By completing the questionnaire, you are providing consent to use the data you provide to support the research in this study.  
 Signature ________________________________             Date ____________________                        
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Scenario 1  
Imagine we are involved in design of a new Offshore platform. Our design team is adding a Compressor module and two Water Injection Pumps, and we are about six months into the Detailed Design (DD) phase. The following provides an overview on the status of piping, equipment, and layout design as it applies to the Exchanger in the picture below. Our task is to define MMIs for piping, equipment, and layout as it applies to this Exchanger and its associated piping. 
 
 
 Figure 1. Piping, equipment, and layout design as it applies to the Exchanger are shown in these snapshots. During the assessment, a facilitator will be in the room and can provide a virtual walkthrough of the model upon request. 
 
Layout 
Equipment Layouts are Approved for Design.  Equipment locations reflect the latest vendor data outlined in the Equipment section below.  Piping has been laid out in accordance with the Piping section below.  A 2nd project model review was recently held to examine preliminary safety equipment locations and confirm egress paths. 
 
Equipment 
The Exchanger is being sized and designed by the vendor.  The latest Exchanger vendor drawings were recently returned Approved for Fabrication, along with minor comments about the Exchanger supports.  The equipment supports have been located based on Vendor drawings, but Structural has not confirmed the support locations.  
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Piping 
P&IDs are Approved for Design.  Piping Engineering has performed preliminary stress analysis on the process lines to/from the Exchanger and provided suggestions to Piping Design for support types and locations.  Standard support details are available, but basic supports (shoes/U-bolts) are not in the model.  Piping in the model is consistent with what is specified on the P&ID.  Valve actuator positions have been reviewed and approved for operability and accessibility.  High point vents have not been identified.  Instrumentation reflects the sizes and configurations shown on the P&ID.  Valves are based on standard catalog information with ASME dimensional information. 
  Survey/ Feedback on Scenario 1 One feedback document should be filled per group.  GENERAL INFORMATION QUESTIONS 1. Please identify the main construction industry sector(s) in which you work: ● Civil                                        ● Commercial Buildings ● Industrial Buildings                 ● Manufacturing  ● Residential  ● Industrial (Chemical) ● Industrial (Petroleum)  ● Industrial (Power) ● Other (please specify) ...  2. What type of firm do you work for: ● Architecture Firm ● Engineering Firm ● Construction Firm ● EPC Firm ● Consultant ● Owner/Operator ● Other (please specify) ...  3. What is your current role: ● CAD or model manager ● Project management ● Project Controls ● Field supervision (superintendent, foreman) ● Architect ● Design Engineer ● Construction Engineer ● Quality Control ● Procurement / Supply Chain ● Safety / HSE ● Other (please specify) ...   4. How many years of industry experience do you currently have? 5. How many years of industry experience do you currently have with model-based engineering?           
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SCENARIO I SPECIFIC QUESTIONS 1. Please identify MMI for each of the following disciplines  Piping   _______________  Equipment _______________  Layout  _______________  2. Were the MMI definitions accurate and complete for assessing the modeling progress for Scenario 1? If not, what assumptions did you have to make about the state of the design that were not listed in the Scenario description?           3. What do you see as the biggest gaps in the MMI documents?           4. What recommendations would you have for shortening the gaps in the MMI documents?                              
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Scenario 2  
Imagine we are involved in design of a new Offshore platform. Our design team is adding a Compressor module and two Water Injection Pumps, and we are about 2 months into the Detailed Design (DD) phase. The following provides an overview on the status of piping, equipment, and layout design as it applies to the Glycol Contactor in the pictures below. Our task is to define MMIs for piping, equipment, and layout as it applies to Compressor and its associated piping.  
 
 Figure 1. Piping, equipment, and layout design as it applies to the Contactor are shown in these snapshots. During the assessment, a facilitator will be in the room and can provide a virtual walkthrough of the model upon request. 
 
Layout 
Equipment Layouts are Approved for Design.  Equipment locations reflect the latest vendor data outlined in the Equipment section below.  Piping has been laid out in accordance with the Piping section below.  The first project model review meeting was recently held. 
 
Equipment 
The Compressor is being sized and designed by the vendor.  The purchase order was placed 2 months ago and the first round of vendor drawings has not been received.  The vendor provided sizing information with their Bid documents.  The preferred nozzle locations were provided in a sketch to the vendor as part of the Purchase Order.  The compressor has three 24” manways and a total of 15 nozzles. 
 
Piping 
P&IDs are Approved for Design.  Piping specifications are approved and loaded in the model.  While awaiting the first round of vendor compressor drawings, pipe routing is per the P&IDs and the preferred nozzle locations provided in the PO.  Piping Engineering has not reviewed the piping arrangement.  Valves and instrumentation 
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reflect P&ID requirements, but no reviews of actuator position or general operability and accessibility have been conducted. 
  Survey/ Feedback on Scenario 2 One feedback document should be filled per group.  GENERAL INFORMATION QUESTIONS 1. Please identify the main construction industry sector(s) in which you work: ● Civil                                        ● Commercial Buildings ● Industrial Buildings                 ● Manufacturing  ● Residential  ● Industrial (Chemical) ● Industrial (Petroleum)  ● Industrial (Power) ● Other (please specify) ...  2. What type of firm do you work for: ● Architecture Firm ● Engineering Firm ● Construction Firm ● EPC Firm ● Consultant ● Owner/Operator ● Other (please specify) ...   3. What is your current role: ● CAD or model manager ● Project management ● Project Controls ● Field supervision (superintendent, foreman) ● Architect ● Design Engineer ● Construction Engineer ● Quality Control ● Procurement / Supply Chain ● Safety / HSE ● Other (please specify) ...   4. How many years of industry experience do you currently have?    5. How many years of industry experience do you currently have with model-based engineering?            
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SCENARIO II SPECIFIC QUESTIONS 1. Please identify MMI for each of the following disciplines  Piping   _______________  Equipment _______________  Layout  _______________  2. Were the MMI definitions accurate and complete for assessing the modeling progress for Scenario 2? If not, what assumptions did you have to make about the state of the design that were not listed in the Scenario description?           3. What do you see as the biggest gaps in the MMI documents?           4. What recommendations would you have for shortening the gaps in the MMI documents?  
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Scenario 3 
Imagine we are involved in design of a new Offshore platform. Our design team is adding a compressor module and two water injection pumps, and we are about 16 months into the Detailed Design (DD) phase. The following provides an overview on the status of piping, equipment, and layout design as it applies to the Injection Pumps and the Turbine Lube Oil Coolers in the pictures below. Our task is to define MMIs for piping, equipment, and layout as it applies to the Injection Pumps, Lube Oil Coolers, and associated piping. 
 
 
 Figure 1. Piping, equipment, and layout design as it applies to the Injection Pumps, Lube Oil Coolers and associated piping are shown in these snapshots. During the assessment, a facilitator will be in the room and can provide a virtual walkthrough of the model upon request. 
 
Layout 
Equipment Layouts are Approved for Construction.  Equipment locations reflect the latest vendor data outlined in the Equipment sections below.  Piping has been laid out in accordance with the Piping sections below.  The final “formal” project model review has been held with the Client and only minor items remain to be addressed. 
Equipment 
The Water Injection Pump module is being fabricated by a package integrator.  The Pumps and Turbines have shipped, and the fabricator has installed them in accordance with the Layout.  
 
Piping 
P&IDs are Approved for Construction.  Piping stress analysis is complete and all stress isos have been issued AFC.  All piping isos for the module have been issued AFC.  Drain lines from the Turbines were issued AFC, but a couple of the lines were slightly offset from the design drawings and are interfering with deck steel.  These lines will need to be rerouted. 
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The following describes the state of the design for another component of this platform. 
 
 Figure 2. Piping, equipment, and layout design as it applies to the Injection Pumps, Lube Oil Coolers and associated piping.are shown in these snapshots. During the assessment, a facilitator will be in the room and can provide a virtual walkthrough of the model upon request. 
Equipment 
The Lube Oil Coolers look great in the model.  Unfortunately, the model does not reflect some field modifications that had to be done to provide extra bracing for the Turbine exhausts.  This additional steel was added in the vicinity of the Lube Oil Coolers and associated piping. 
 
Piping 
P&IDs are Approved for Construction.  The piping ISOs for the Lube Oil Coolers were previously issued AFC and fabrication of the piping has already been completed; however, the need to modify framing around the Coolers means the piping will have to be modified.  The Piping Engineer is working with the fabricator to ensure appropriate modifications to the piping.  The Client would like to have an As-Built model of the area, so a scan will be done later to confirm all the modifications. Survey/ Feedback on Scenario 3 One feedback document should be filled per group.         
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GENERAL INFORMATION QUESTIONS 1. Please identify the main construction industry sector(s) in which you work: ● Civil                                        ● Commercial Buildings ● Industrial Buildings                 ● Manufacturing  ● Residential  ● Industrial (Chemical) ● Industrial (Petroleum)  ● Industrial (Power) ● Other (please specify) ...   2. What type of firm do you work for: ● Architecture Firm ● Engineering Firm ● Construction Firm ● EPC Firm ● Consultant ● Owner/Operator ● Other (please specify) ...   3. What is your current role: ● CAD or model manager ● Project management ● Project Controls ● Field supervision (superintendent, foreman) ● Architect ● Design Engineer ● Construction Engineer ● Quality Control ● Procurement / Supply Chain ● Safety / HSE ● Other (please specify) ...   4. How many years of industry experience do you currently have?     5. How many years of industry experience do you currently have with model-based engineering?                 
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SCENARIO III SPECIFIC QUESTIONS 1. Please identify MMI for each of the following disciplines:    First Component  Second Component Overall Discipline Piping   ______________ ______________ _____________ Equipment _____________  ______________ _____________ Layout  _____________  ______________ _____________    Hint: For overall MMIs, consider the percentage of the overall design each component corresponds to; e.g. 10% Piping is MMI 300, 90% Piping is MMI350.      2. Were the MMI definitions accurate and complete for assessing the modeling progress for Scenario 3? If not, what assumptions did you have to make about the state of the design that were not listed in the Scenario description?           3. What do you see as the biggest gaps in the MMI documents?           4. What recommendations would you have for shortening the gaps in the MMI documents? 
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F.2 CHARRETTE 2 
Model Maturity Indexes (MMIs) Charrette #2: Assessing Accuracy and Completeness of the MMI Definitions for Civil, Foundations, and Structural disciplines   Purpose: The primary purpose of this CII funded research is to establish procedures and define metrics by which project stakeholders can reliably measure progress and productivity in a model-driven engineering process. In pursuit of the team’s primary purpose, our overarching objective is to create and validate a “guideline” that is adoptable and adaptable for measuring progress and productivity in model-driven engineering processes.  As a step towards our objective, we have developed new Model Maturity Index (MMI) definitions that can provide consistent and accurate progress measurements in model-based engineering. This Charrette aims to validate accuracy and completeness of these MMI definitions for Piping, Equipment, and Layout disciplines.  Procedure:  You will be asked to assess modeling progress in three real-world design scenarios using our MMI definitions. The session for each scenario will approximately take 60-85 minutes.  Voluntary Participation:  Your decision to participate in this research is voluntary. You must be 18 years of age or older to consent.   Confidentiality:  Your participation in this research is confidential.   Please contact Dr. Mani Golparvar-Fard with any questions.   
Full Consent Form 
Title of Project: CII RT 332 – Measuring the Progress and Productivity of Model-based Engineering   Dr. Mani Golparvar-Fard, Assistant Professor University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, 3129D, NCEL, 205 N. Mathews Ave., Urbana, IL  61801 (217) 417-9552 | mgolpar@illinois.edu  Dr. Jesus M. de la Garza, Vecellio Professor Virginia Tech, Department of Civil Engineering, 200 Patton Hall, Blacksburg, VA  24061-0105, (540) 231-5789 | chema@vt.edu  Dr. Martin Fischer, Professor Stanford University, Center for Integrated Facility Eng., Department of Civil and Env. Engineering, 473 Via Ortega, Room 292, MC:4020, Stanford, CA  94305 (650) 725-4649 | fischer@stanford.edu  1. Purpose of the Study: The primary purpose of this CII funded research is to establish procedures and define metrics by which project stakeholders can reliably measure progress and productivity in a model-driven engineering process. In pursuit of the team’s primary purpose, our overarching objective is to create and validate a “guideline” that is adoptable and adaptable for measuring progress and productivity in model-driven engineering processes. As a step towards our objective, we have developed new Model Maturity Index (MMI) definitions that can provide consistent and accurate progress measurements in model-based engineering. This Charrette aims to validate accuracy and completeness of these MMI definitions for Piping, Equipment, and Layout disciplines.  2. Procedures to be followed: You will be asked to assess modeling progress in three real-world design scenarios using our MMI definitions. Please use your best engineering judgement to assess MMIs for each discipline. A brief list of questions will be provided at the end to seek your insight and feedback on the scenarios and also the “accuracy” and “completeness” of our MMI definitions.   
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3. Benefits: The participants will have an opportunity to gain more knowledge related to how progress and productivity can be benchmarked and improved in model-based engineering processes, and also contribute their knowledge of current leading practice.    4. Duration/Time: The session for each scenario will approximately take 60-85 minutes.   5. Statement of Confidentiality: Your participation in this research is confidential, in alignment with the standards and procedures for all CII research projects.  The only information we will have will be based upon the demographic information you provide.  The data will be stored and secured through the software website residing at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. In the event of a publication or presentation resulting from the research, no personally identifiable information will be shared.  Any questions that relate to practices or software that may be proprietary would be at a generic level and would only indicate use of a tool for a particular purpose, not the means which enable its use. No specific companies or suppliers will be recommended; no trade secrets will be considered or shared in the scope of this research.  The overall research projects resulting from the project will be made publicly available through the Construction Industry Institute.   6. Right to Ask Questions: Should you have questions about this research, contact Dr. Mani Golparvar-Fard at (217) 300-5226. You can also call this number if you have complaints or concerns about this research.     7. Voluntary Participation: Your decision to participate in this research is voluntary.  You can stop at any time.  You do not have to answer any questions you do not want to answer.  Refusal to take part in or withdrawing from this study will involve no penalty or loss of benefits you would receive otherwise.    You must be 18 years of age or older to consent to take part in this research study.  By completing the questionnaire, you are providing consent to use the data you provide to support the research in this study.  
 Signature __________________________________             Date ____________________  
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Scenario 1 
Imagine we are involved in the design of an existing unit revamp project. The scope includes a new tower, process structure, pumps, and other equipment as shown below. The project team has just completed the second model review. The following provides an overview on the status of civil, subsurface foundations, and structural design. Our task is to define MMIs for these scope items. 
 Figure 1. Civil, Foundation, and Structural design as it applies to the existing unit revamp project. During the assessment, a facilitator will be in the room and can provide a virtual walkthrough of the model upon request.  
Civil 
The design of the subsurface drainage system has been completed based on approved plot plans including equipment locations and coordination with other subsurface entities. The client has approved the materials of construction for the underground piping and are coordinating the SWPPP with the authority having jurisdiction. Plans for access to the site have also been approved by the client. Design packages are being readied for IFC but nothing has been released yet. 
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 Figure 2. Civil design as it applies to the existing unit revamp project. During the assessment, a facilitator will be in the room and can provide a virtual walkthrough of the model upon request. 
 
Foundations 
A plot plan has been approved for the project. An exploratory excavation package was issued and results have been received that clear the proposed foundation locations. A final geotechnical report has been received and utilized for foundation design. Vendor information have been received on all equipment and contain all the load data necessary to complete the foundation design. Structure reactions have been received based on vendor data and include details about the structural interface with the foundations. 
 
 Figure 3. Foundation design as it applies to the existing unit revamp project. During the assessment, a facilitator will be in the room and can provide a virtual walkthrough of the model upon request. 
Steel 
Per the completed second model review, platform requirements have been approved based on the accessibility and operability requirements from the client. The vendor drawings have been received for equipment, but have not been returned to the vendor yet. Structural members and connections have been designed based on the vendor data received at the time the PO was cut. A clash detection review has been completed. 
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 Figure 4. Structural design as it applies to the existing unit revamp project. During the assessment, a facilitator will be in the room and can provide a virtual walkthrough of the model upon request. 
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Survey/ Feedback on Scenario 1 One feedback document should be filled per group.  GENERAL INFORMATION QUESTIONS 1. Please identify the main construction industry sector(s) in which you work: ● Civil                                        ● Commercial Buildings ● Industrial Buildings                 ● Manufacturing  ● Residential  ● Industrial (Chemical) ● Industrial (Petroleum)  ● Industrial (Power) ● Other (please specify) ...   2. What type of firm do you work for: ● Architecture Firm ● Engineering Firm ● Construction Firm ● EPC Firm ● Consultant ● Owner/Operator ● Other (please specify) ...   3. What is your current role: ● CAD or model manager ● Project management ● Project Controls ● Field supervision (superintendent, foreman) ● Architect ● Design Engineer ● Construction Engineer ● Quality Control ● Procurement / Supply Chain ● Safety / HSE ● Other (please specify) ...   4. How many years of industry experience do you currently have?    5. How many years of industry experience do you currently have with model-based engineering?               
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SCENARIO I SPECIFIC QUESTIONS 1. Please identify MMI for each of the following disciplines  Civil   _______________  Subsurface Foundation _______________  Structural  _______________  2.  What was the primary driver for you to pick these MMI levels? Was there anything specific in the definition document or in Scenario that led to choose these MMI levels? Please be specific and provide references to the definition and Scenario documents.          3. Were the MMI definitions accurate and complete for assessing the modeling progress for Scenario 1? If not, what assumptions did you have to make about the state of the design that were not listed in the Scenario description?          4. What do you see as the biggest gaps in the MMI documents?           5. What recommendations would you have for shortening the gaps in the MMI documents?                    
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Scenario 2  Imagine we are involved in a project to replace two pieces of equipment within an existing unit. The scope includes the new equipment, foundations, structural retrofit, and additional platform requirements. The project has just been approved for detailed design after the completion of FEP-3. The following provides an overview on the status of civil, subsurface foundations, and structural design. Our task is to define MMIs for these scope items.  
 Figure 1. Civil, Foundation, and Structural design as it applies to the replacement of the two pieces of equipment within the existing unit. During the assessment, a facilitator will be in the room and can provide a virtual walkthrough of the model upon request. 
 
Civil 
The location of the site is known. Details about the existing drainage system have been pulled from the plant files. A survey package has been released but data has not been received. The expectation is the existing storm water drainage system can be utilized as is. No site grading is required. 
 Figure 2. Civil design as it applies to the replacement of the two pieces of equipment within the existing unit. During the assessment, a facilitator will be in the room and can provide a virtual walkthrough of the model upon request. 
Foundation 
Preliminary vendor data has been pulled from a similar project and used to begin foundation design. An existing geotechnical report was provided by the client for use—no further geotechnical studies are expected. Equipment 
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has been located based on the previous location of the equipment to be replaced. The new equipment will be larger and underground obstructions have not yet been verified. 
 
 Figure 3. Foundation design as it applies to the replacement of the two pieces of equipment within the existing unit. During the assessment, a facilitator will be in the room and can provide a virtual walkthrough of the model upon request. 
 
Structures 
Structural retrofit requirements have been identified based on preliminary pipe routing and instrument locations. No structural design has been completed yet.  
 Figure 4. Structural design as it applies to the replacement of the two pieces of equipment within the existing unit. During the assessment, a facilitator will be in the room and can provide a virtual walkthrough of the model upon request. Survey/ Feedback on Scenario 2 One feedback document should be filled per group.      
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GENERAL INFORMATION QUESTIONS 1. Please identify the main construction industry sector(s) in which you work: ● Civil                                        ● Commercial Buildings ● Industrial Buildings                 ● Manufacturing  ● Residential  ● Industrial (Chemical) ● Industrial (Petroleum)  ● Industrial (Power) ● Other (please specify) ...   2. What type of firm do you work for: ● Architecture Firm ● Engineering Firm ● Construction Firm ● EPC Firm ● Consultant ● Owner/Operator ● Other (please specify) ...   3. What is your current role: ● CAD or model manager ● Project management ● Project Controls ● Field supervision (superintendent, foreman) ● Architect ● Design Engineer ● Construction Engineer ● Quality Control ● Procurement / Supply Chain ● Safety / HSE ● Other (please specify) ...   4. How many years of industry experience do you currently have?     5. How many years of industry experience do you currently have with model-based engineering?                 
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 SCENARIO II SPECIFIC QUESTIONS 1. Please identify MMI for each of the following disciplines  Civil   _______________  Subsurface Foundation _______________  Structural  _______________  2.  What was the primary driver for you to pick these MMI levels? Was there anything specific in the definition document or in Scenario that led to choose these MMI levels? Please be specific and provide references to the definition and Scenario documents.        3. Were the MMI definitions accurate and complete for assessing the modeling progress for Scenario 1? If not, what assumptions did you have to make about the state of the design that were not listed in the Scenario description?           4. What do you see as the biggest gaps in the MMI documents?           5. What recommendations would you have for shortening the gaps in the MMI documents?  
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Scenario 3a 
Imagine we are involved in the design of a storage facility for a gas plant expansion. The scope includes a new piping manifold, pipe racks, tanks, and electrical equipment. The project team has just completed the first model review. The following provides an overview on the status of civil, subsurface foundations, and structural design. Our task is to define MMIs for these scope items. 
 
 Figure 1. Civil, Foundation, and Structural design as it applies to the two areas within the storage facility for a gas plant expansion. During the assessment, a facilitator will be in the room and can provide a virtual walkthrough of the model upon request. 
 
 Civil – Area 1 The survey data has just been received and a surface has been created. The client has stipulated that only surface drainage is requested. Plant roads have been laid out and approved by the client. Rainfall intensity data has been determined for this site and preliminary design of drainage facilities has been completed. Contact has been made with the local drainage district about the proposed runoff rates from the site.  
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 Figure 2. Civil design. During the assessment, a facilitator will be in the room and can provide a virtual walkthrough of the model upon request. 
  Foundations Foundations have been laid out per preliminary equipment and structure locations. A draft geotechnical report has been received. Foundations have been sized based on vendor data acquired during the bid process. Structural interfaces are unknown, but preliminary reactions have been conveyed.   
 Figure 3. Subsurface foundation design. During the assessment, a facilitator will be in the room and can provide a virtual walkthrough of the model upon request. Structures Piping has been rerouting several lines based on feedback from the first model review and vendor data received during the bid process. Additional support requirements have been added to the model in the form of the red block members shown above. Main framing elevations and sections have been designed for the pipe 
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rack. No connection design has been completed. The intent to run cable tray on this rack has been conveyed but the tray has not been modeled. 
 Figure 4. Structural design. During the assessment, a facilitator will be in the room and can provide a virtual walkthrough of the model upon request.  
Scenario 3b Following the first model review, the client received new information from their contracts group about the feed gas the plant has committed to process. The liquid contents in the gas came back higher than expected. As such, the client has determined that a condensate stabilization unit would be required. The following provides an overview on the status of civil, subsurface foundations, and structural design. Our task is to define MMIs for these scope items.  
 Figure 5. Civil, Foundation, and Structural design as it applies to the two areas within the storage facility for a gas plant expansion. During the assessment, a facilitator will be in the room and can provide a virtual walkthrough of the model upon request. Civil A survey package has been submitted to expand the current survey extents to include this new area. The civil engineer is already aware of the general topography in this area as it was planned to be the location of the laydown yard initially. A preliminary access road has been laid out and initial extents of the unit area established.   
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 Figure 6. Civil design. During the assessment, a facilitator will be in the room and can provide a virtual walkthrough of the model upon request. 
 Foundations Foundation design has just commenced for the new condensate stabilization structures and equipment. Certain pieces of equipment have preliminary data based on ‘go-by’s’ from a past project. Other pieces are expected but have only been shown as representative boxes to allocated space on the proposed plot plan. The final geotechnical report already contains soils data in this area for the design of a condensate stabilization unit as the client had identified this as a future potential.    
 Figure 7. Subsurface Foundations design. During the assessment, a facilitator will be in the room and can provide a virtual walkthrough of the model upon request.  Structures Preliminary pipe rack elevations have been established by piping. Actual piping and cable tray rack space has not been determined based on design-specified data, but the expectation is that there will be 3 levels to the pipe rack. The structural team (along with agreement from project management) has decided to wait on beginning structural design of the pipe rack in order to let the layout of the pipe rack develop more clearly.  
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 Figure 8. Structure design. During the assessment, a facilitator will be in the room and can provide a virtual walkthrough of the model upon request.   
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Survey/ Feedback on Scenario 3 One feedback document should be filled per group.  GENERAL INFORMATION QUESTIONS 1. Please identify the main construction industry sector(s) in which you work: ● Civil                                        ● Commercial Buildings ● Industrial Buildings                 ● Manufacturing  ● Residential  ● Industrial (Chemical) ● Industrial (Petroleum)  ● Industrial (Power) ● Other (please specify) ...   2. What type of firm do you work for: ● Architecture Firm ● Engineering Firm ● Construction Firm ● EPC Firm ● Consultant ● Owner/Operator ● Other (please specify) ...   3. What is your current role: ● CAD or model manager ● Project management ● Project Controls ● Field supervision (superintendent, foreman) ● Architect ● Design Engineer ● Construction Engineer ● Quality Control ● Procurement / Supply Chain ● Safety / HSE ● Other (please specify) ...   4. How many years of industry experience do you currently have?     5. How many years of industry experience do you currently have with model-based engineering?              
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SCENARIO III SPECIFIC QUESTIONS 1. Please identify MMI for each of the following disciplines in each area and for the overall model.     Area 1  Area 2  Overall  Civil   ___________ __________ ___________  Subsurface Foundation ___________ __________ ___________  Structural  ___________ __________ ___________  2.  What was the primary driver for you to pick these MMI levels? Was there anything specific in the definition document or in Scenario that led to choose these MMI levels? Please be specific and provide references to the definition and Scenario documents.          3. Were the MMI definitions accurate and complete for assessing the modeling progress for Scenario 1? If not, what assumptions did you have to make about the state of the design that were not listed in the Scenario description?         4. What do you see as the biggest gaps in the MMI documents?         5. What recommendations would you have for shortening the gaps in the MMI documents?      
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APPENDIX G: INDUSTRY-WIDE SURVEY FINDINGS 
 
Survey Report#1 - CII Companies 
The following results were collected among CII Member Companies. only.  
CII-RT332-Measuring Progress and Productivity of Model Based Engineering 
Q5 - General Information Questions: Please identify the main construction industry sector in which you work: 
 
Other 
Other 
Capital Construction and Restoration 
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Q6 - What type of firm do you work for: 
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Q7 - How many years of industry experience do you currently have? 
 
How many years of industry experience do you currently have? 
5 
32 
25 
16 
over 20 years 
10 
3 
20 years 
26 
15 
39 
30 
30 
30 plus 
13 
32 
16 
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Q8 - How many years of industry experience with model-based engineering do you currently have? 
 
How many years of industry experience with model-based engineering do you c... 
2 
16 
10 
1 
limited 
3 
0 
15 years 
2 
9 
12 
20 
5 
20 
3 
25 
5 
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Q9 - Compared to 5 years ago, how much has model-based engineering grown within your organization (i.e. in terms 
of the number of projects that are model-based)? 
 
Q10 - What is the projected growth for model-based engineering within your organization (i.e. in terms of the number 
of projects that are model-based)? 
  
Q11 - What percentage of projects at your organization rely on 3D modeling to facilitate the design, engineering, 
procurement, and construction processes? 
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Q12 - Model Review    Do you currently have a "standardized" model checking/ model review process? 
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Q13 - When do you review your modeling effort with your client? 
 
Q14 - How do you define model reviews? (Select all that apply) If other, please specify 
   Other 
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Other 
As owner, we are yet to define standardized model review requirements - expectation is to have 3D model progress review 
at 30%, 60% and 90% review 
In early phases by Area or Discipline. During Implementation model is reviewed at regular interval (weekly, bi -weekly) 
 
Q15 - Do you normally prepare an agenda for model review meetings? 
 Q16 - Model Review    To what depth are your models reviewed?  
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Q17 - How many model review phases do you typically follow throughout your project life-cycles?  If other, please 
specify 
 
Other 
Other 
Four reviews 
Varies, weekly where well managed 
Depending on the phase. If FEL 1 or 2 one or two. If FEL 3 more frequent. If Implementation, then very frequent 
 
Q18 - When do you currently conduct your model reviews? (Select all that apply) If other, please specify 
 
Other 
Other 
10%, 35%, 60% and 90% engineering complete 
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Reading above as 30/60/90% 3D model review including constructability 
30, 60 90% 
same as above 
 
Q19 - Benchmarking Progress in Model-based Engineering   If your organization outsources part of the 3D modeling 
work, does your company define the engineering deliverables? 
 
  
Q20 - When outsourced, do you track “progress in modeling work”? 
  
 
Other 
Other 
Based on the Engineering Deliverables defined although no formal process yet (which we want to develop together with 
our selected Engineering Service Providers). 
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Q21 - When outsourced, how do you measure accuracy & completeness of the model? 
 
Other 
Other 
In the nearest future, we will use the measurements and completeness (readiness) lists available within ESP organizations 
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Q22 - Benchmarking Progress in Model-based Engineering   Has your company developed any specific tool for 
tracking progress of deliverables in model-based engineering? 
 
Other 
Other 
As mentioned in previous answers, this will be developed in close collaboration with the Engineering Service Providers 
(ESP's) who will be involved in our Project Portfolio. 
As an owner, we use the contractors’ tools 
 
Q23 - Does your progress tool take into account the status or quality of the information that goes into the modeling 
effort? 
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Q24 - If you have a mechanism for tracking model development progress, at what level of detail you currently 
measure it? (Select all that apply) 
 
 
 
 
 
Other 
Other 
by system, area 
As mentioned in previous answers, this will be developed in close collaboration with the Engineering Service Providers 
(ESP's) who will be involved in our Project Portfolio. 
using contractors’ tools - varies 
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Q25 - Biggest gaps in tracking progress:  What do you see as the biggest gaps in tracking progress in model-based 
engineering 
Biggest gaps in tracking progress     What do you see as the biggest gaps I... 
late vendor drawings 
Different engineering contractors use different methodologies so comparison can be difficult as definitions of 
"completeness" vary. Handover of a model from one contractor to another can also result in loss of "smart" information 
as contractors see this as proprietary information. This can result in negative progress. 
Understanding of "real" progress with the quality of items in the model.  e.g., if the model shows information, is it a 
placeholder or truly vetted. 
As owner company, biggest gap(s) are in identifying the deliverable requirement for 30%, 60% & 90% model reviews 
and define completeness of the model. Standardized approach in tracking progress is missing. Tend to rely on the 
Engineering Service Provider at times is not working. 
ability to use 3D model to accurately determine engineering progress and tying the 3D modeling to construction need 
dates 
Availability of Resources across several function groups at owner operator level. 
Completeness definitions and frequency of tracking. Ensuring all items are in the model (i.e. P&ID elements are all 
accounted for, etc.) 
Specific tracking criteria 
Common basis 
Lack of defined, agreed tools across the contractor base 
accurate correlation between the level of detail by which the progress is measured vs the level of detail developing the 
budget engineering hours. 
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Q26 - What recommendations would you have for shortening the gaps in tracking progress in model-based 
engineering 
 
What recommendations would you have for shortening the gaps in tracking pro... 
discipline alignment 
Industry standardization of model definitions of completeness and expanded use of common library information would 
help provide more consistent and meaningful model progress measurement. 
Having standardized process in place for model reviews by discipline, area, project & operations team during various 
engineering phases. Deliverable outcomes must be measurable at each model review. This should be clearly identified in 
Request for Proposal (RFP) of Engineering contract. 
provide ability to tie 3D modeling to engineering progress as needed by construction schedule 
Further development in this area in close collaboration with the Engineering Service Providers (ESP's) who will be 
involved in our Project Portfolio. 
Automated links to Code Compliance software tools. Automated element accounting similar to Intergraph SmartPlant 
where P&ID elements are highlighted if included in the model. Clear completeness definitions foe all model elements; 
for example will pipe supports be modeled? If yes, when should we see the supports in the model? Will we see 
intermediate support steel required for hangers? Etc. 
Standardized criteria for completion and quality assurance 
Early alignment as to methods and process 
Adequate definition of 100%, plus automated progress within the model environment 
. 
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Q27 - Benchmarking Productivity in Model-based Engineering    How does your firm account for modeling time, 
effort and resources to allocate during the development of the engineering master schedule? (Select all that apply) 
 
Other 
Other 
Depends also on the project and complexity 
using contractors own tools 
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Q28 - Do you have a mechanism to track the engineering productivity associated to generate the model?  If other, 
please specify 
 
Other 
Other 
As mentioned in previous answers, this will be developed in close collaboration with the Engineering Service Providers 
(ESP's) who will be involved in our Project Portfolio. 
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Q29 - What are the metrics that you currently use for “engineering” productivity improvements? (Select all that 
apply) If other, list all the other metrics that apply 
 
Other 
Other 
As an Owner / Operator, we leave much of the productivity measurement to the contractor and focus more on progress, 
especially where engineering work is performed on a lump sum basis. 
There are several KPI's available but TIC versus Engineering Costs (without Procurement and Construction Management) 
is an important one 
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Q30 - What do you see as the biggest gaps in tracking productivity in model-based engineering? 
 
What do you see as the biggest gaps in tracking productivity in model-based... 
root cause is not associated with changes/rework 
Engineering productivity is not transparent to Owners / Operators as this is often seen as proprietary information by the 
contractors. 
No clear definition of the measurable at each model review 
creating a distinct budget for engineering modeling work as part of the overall engineering design effort 
No experience yet 
Need method of measure and baselines for such measures. 
real time charged 
Lack of established norms, lack of definition of 100% at outset 
. 
Q31 - What recommendations would you have for shortening the gaps in tracking productivity in model-driven 
engineering? 
 
What recommendations would you have for shortening the gaps in tracking pro... 
identification of all design changes 
Standardized definitions and industry standardized library elements would help greatly. 
Deliverable definition by discipline and set expectations for each model review is necessary 
implement a budget to monitor and measure progress against 
Work in close collaboration with the Engineering Service Providers (ESP's) to gain expertise 
daily time charging in the model system 
. 
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Q32 - Do you measure productivity of model-based engineering work, beyond the engineering phase? 
 
Q33 - If productivity of model-driven engineering work is measured beyond the engineering phase, what metrics are 
used? (Select all that apply) If other, please specify 
 
Survey Report#2 - North America Users Conference 
The following results were collected during the North America Users Meeting, celebrated by AVEVA at the Woodlands, 
TX.   
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CIIRT332-Measuring Progress and Productivity of Model Based Engineering 
 
Q5 - General Information Questions: Please identify the main construction industry sector in which you work: 
 
Other 
Other 
Software vendor 
Oil and gas 
Software Solutions 
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Q6 - What type of firm do you work for: 
 
Q6_7_TEXT - Other 
Other 
Software vendor 
Supplier 
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Q7 - How many years of industry experience do you currently have? 
How many years of industry experience do you currently have? 
27 years 
30 
32 
10 
11 
20 
20 
12 
11 
45 
5 
27 
30 
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Q8 - How many years of industry experience with model-based engineering do you currently have? 
 
How many years of industry experience with model-based engineering do you c... 
19 years 
20 
27 
10 
8 
10 
20 
0 
11 
38 
4 
20 
25 
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Q9 - Compared to 5 years ago, how much has model-based engineering grown within your organization (i.e. in terms 
of the number of projects that are model-based)? 
 Q10 - What is the projected growth for model-based engineering within your organization (i.e. in terms of the number of projects that are model-based)?  
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 Q11 - What percentage of projects at your organization rely on 3D modeling to facilitate the design, engineering, procurement, and construction processes?  
  Q12 - Model Review    Do you currently have a "standardized" model checking/ model review process?  
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Q13 - When do you review your modeling effort with your client? 
  Q14 - How do you define model reviews? (Select all that apply) If other, please specify  
 Other 
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Other 
all above 
 
Q15 - Do you normally prepare an agenda for model review meetings? 
 
  
Q16 - Model Review:  To what depth are your models reviewed? 
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Q17 - How many model review phases do you typically follow throughout your project life-cycles?  If other, please 
specify 
 
Other 
Other 
internal and external at specific milestones 
Usually at least twice a month 
Many 
 
Q18 - When do you currently conduct your model reviews? (Select all that apply) If other, please specify 
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Q19 - Benchmarking Progress in Model-based Engineering   If your organization outsources part of the 3D modeling 
work, does your company define the engineering deliverables? 
  
Q20 - When outsourced, do you track “progress in modeling work”? 
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Q21 - When outsourced, how do you measure accuracy & completeness of the model? 
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Q22 - Benchmarking Progress in Model-based Engineering   Has your company developed any specific tool for 
tracking progress of deliverables in model-based engineering? 
  
Q23 - Does your progress tool take into account the status or quality of the information that goes into the modeling 
effort? 
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Q24 - If you have a mechanism for tracking model development progress, at what level of detail you currently 
measure it? (Select all that apply) 
 
Q25 - Biggest gaps in tracking progress     What do you see as the biggest gaps in tracking progress in model-based 
engineering 
Biggest gaps in tracking progress     What do you see as the biggest gaps i... 
Maintaining a "live" model 
Data quality 
Quality of info 
Defining KPIs 
Integration to the total project progress in real-time 
A universal well-defined system. 
Standardization of level of progress and reporting 
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Q26 - What recommendations would you have for shortening the gaps in tracking progress in model-based 
engineering 
 
What recommendations would you have for shortening the gaps in tracking pro... 
Linking the live model to the review process 
Interdisciplinary quality checks 
Not sure/new to this technology 
automation 
Provide industry guidance on progress measurement. 
Use of database software for tracking progress 
Q27 - Benchmarking Productivity in Model-based Engineering    How does your firm account for modeling time, 
effort and resources to allocate during the development of the engineering master schedule? (Select all that apply) 
 
Other 
Other 
Just a part of the design process and is not separated from design activities 
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Q28 - Do you have a mechanism to track the engineering productivity associated to generate the model?  If other, 
please specify 
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Q29 - What are the metrics that you currently use for “engineering” productivity improvements? (Select all that 
apply) If other, list all the other metrics that apply 
 
Q30 - What do you see as the biggest gaps in tracking productivity in model-based engineering? 
What do you see as the biggest gaps in tracking productivity in model-based... 
Technology challenges 
adopting EVM 
Productivity varies depending on the specific job. 
Standardization 
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Q31 - What recommendations would you have for shortening the gaps in tracking productivity in model-driven 
engineering? 
What recommendations would you have for shortening the gaps in tracking pro... 
None at this time 
Direct work with detailed scheduling, WBS, task management and quality assessment 
Provide industry standard guidance. 
Use of database software tool 
 
Q32 - Do you measure productivity of model-based engineering work, beyond the engineering phase? 
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Q33 - If productivity of model-driven engineering work is measured beyond the engineering phase, what metrics are 
used? (Select all that apply) If other, please specify 
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APPENDIX H: GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
The construction industry is a very rich industry in terms of acronym utilization. Acronyms help 
to streamline the engineering process and avoid confusions between different disciplines and other 
industries. In this project, several acronyms were created. These acronyms that will allow the users 
to specifically refer to the progress and productivity model-based engineering metrics developed. 
As an effort to make it easier for new users to adopt the proposed guidelines, the following glossary 
of terms with the new and most commonly used acronyms in the industry was created. Less 
familiarized users will be able to quickly adapt the proposed concepts. 
 AIA: American Institute of Architects 
 AGC: Associated General Contractors of America  
 BIM: Building Information Modeling 
 BIM Execution Plan: Approved document that defines the BIM strategy and process 
of a project.  
 BIM Forum: Organization part of the AGC and which has the mission to facilitate and 
accelerate the adoption of building information modeling (BIM) in the AEC industry.   
 Dependency Matrix: Matrix created to evaluated the interdisciplinary modeling 
relationships. 
 Design component: 3D model representation of a physical asset 
 HAZOP: Hazard and Operations 
 IFC: Issued for Construction 
 IFD: Issued for Design  
 KPI: Key Performance Indicator 
 LOD: Level of Development 
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 MMI: Model Maturity Index 
 MMRI: Model Maturity Risk Index Toolkit 
 MODELXP:  Model Execution Plan - defines the processes that pertain to the creation 
of the engineering models. Defines the methodology to be used to acquire the client’s 
approval of the 3D model design, at any of the model-based engineering stages leading 
to design completion.  
 P&ID: Process and Instrumentation Diagram 
 PDRI: Project Definition Rating Index 
 PEP: Project Execution Plan - defines everything that is related to the engineering 
process.  
 PHA: Process Hazard Analysis  
 WBS:  Work Breakdown Structure 
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APPENDIX I: SUPPLEMENTARY FILE 
The supplementary file MMRI_Toolkit includes a spreadsheet with macros enabled of the 
Model MRI Toolkit discussed in Chapter 4 and Appendix B please refer for clarification.  
